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INTRODUCTION

Within the last decade, the way information and communication technologies have

evolved, and the way people use them has deeply changed our means of communication and

public opinion research. Moreover, for centuries, the media and advertising campaigns have

developed a considerable power over societies and different groups with sophisticated audience

research and innovative engagement tools.

The 2020 presidential election was the most expensive contest in history. With estimated

spending of 14 billion dollars, this election cost more than double what was spent in 2016

(Schwartz, 2020) and exceeded the GDP of numerous countries (Wilson, 2020). About half of

the funding went to political advertisements (Greytak, 2020). TV ads still command a significant

share of the money, but digital ads are now making up a larger than ever slice, 37.9%, of all

advertising spending (Baum, 2020).

With the campaign spending increasing in every election, new methods and research of

public opinion polls have been invented and tested frequently. At the same time, the local news

landscape has undergone tremendous financial problems in the last few decades, especially

within the last year due to the Covid-19 pandemic. With a pandemic-induced recession, more

and more newsrooms have cut down their staff sizes and laid-off workers, some even ceasing

publication and operation.

The shrinking of local newsrooms could generate enormous damage to local economics

and democracy. A 2011 study by Harvard and UChicago economists found significant relevance

between local numbers of newly opened newspaper operations and voter participation in

elections. A 2010 study by economists from MIT and Stockholm University found that members

of state congress from districts that have less local news coverage don’t vote as frequently for
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their constituents. Those districts end up receiving less federal funding overall. A 2018 study by

Notre Dame and UChicago researchers said following a newspaper closure, municipal borrowing

costs increased by 5 to 11 basis points in the long run.

Newsrooms are eager for new business models and innovative methods that could serve

the democracy in the community with limited resources and help increase the revenue streams.

Public-powered journalism and engaged journalism are now more critical than ever for the

industry. However, without funding for profound research and consulting, the challenge can

hardly be solved within the newsrooms.

This project aims to help the local news landscape by finding practical ways to boost

audience engagement and potentially increase the revenue for local newsrooms. This research

decided to turn to well-sourced professional pollsters, research institutions, and audience

researchers in the communication industries to gain insight and recommendations that could

potentially help local newsrooms and journalists to improve their understanding of the audiences

and community.

The project particularly focused on public opinion and audience research methods local

newsrooms could conduct with limited budget, time, and manpower.

The study interviewed twelve public opinion and audience research professionals and

media professionals, including three public opinion research methodologists, two social media

opinion researchers, one campaign pollster, one media content analyst, one media user

experience researcher, one media impact researcher, one newsroom SEO professional, one

newsroom engagement professional, and one news editor.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Literature Review

Public Opinion Theories

If we trace back to its etymology origin, the English word opinion was derived from the

French word "L'opinion" which was first used in the late 16th century by the famous author

Michel de Montaigne. This concept came about through the process of urbanization and other

political and social forces. For the first time, it became important what people thought, as forms

of political contention changed. The word then transferred into Latin as "Opinio,” which means

belief and expectation (Umbach, 2016). The first adoption of the term in English dates back to

the 17th century by one of the most influential philosophers of the enlightenment: John Locke.

As the father of liberalism, Locke's revolutionary concept heavily influenced the 18th century's

most significant political experiment: the American government (Ferguson, 1997). In his

revolutionary work An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1688), Locke suggested that

man was subject to three laws: the divine law, the civil law, and the law of opinion or reputation.

Locke regarded the law of opinion as of the highest importance among the laws that man was

subject to. He explained that "virtue and vice are names pretended and supposed everywhere to

stand for actions in their own nature right and wrong: and as far as they really are so applied." In

Locke's era, opinion is similar to reputation; it is a form of social appearance that men represent

in society. The term carries its concept from its Latin origin: belief and expectation, and serves as

a type of credibility in the society. However, Locke did not regard opinion as a suitable influence

for governments. Later in Locke's other work, The second treatise of civil government (1690), he

explained his idea of governing and stated that people form social contracts in order to protect

their rights "agreeing with other men to join and unite into a community,” and by their consent
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create a legitimate government to act according to their will. Though Locke did not use the term

public opinion, he introduced the concept of a common agreement as the bond of the social

contracts that unite people into social communities.

Though Locke did not regard opinion as an influential factor in governing, his work

introduced the term to the political realm. A few years later, the English politician Sir William

Temple gave another formulation of the concept. He wrote a series of essays in the late 17th

century discussing his observation of united provinces and government nature. In his essay On

the Origin and Nature of Government (1672), Temple stated: "when vast numbers of men submit

their lives and fortunes absolutely to the will of one, it must be force of custom, or opinion which

subjects power to authority.” He emphasized the importance of public opinion but disagreed with

Locke’s view that government is formed on social contracts. He suggested the government exists

only because public opinion supports it (Umbach, 2016). His idea that regarding public opinion

as an existing phenomenon later led to the discussions during the 18th century, which came to

the result that governments should take account of the popular opinion of their people instead of

merely impressing their law on the people (Habermas, 1962).

Like Locke, Temple only used the term “opinion” or “general opinion” but reserved the

phrase “public” for the common interests of the nation. Frequently, the first use of the term

“public opinion” is attributed to Jacques Necker, the French Minister of Finance from 1771 to

1781 and 1788–90, who had tried to keep the government's finances stable despite growing

public turmoil shortly before the French Revolution.

It was not until the British Industrial Revolution that the concept of public opinion was

put into the center of the table. Adam Smith, one of the earliest classical economists, refers to

public opinion in his Theory of Moral Sentiments, however the utilitarian philosopher Jeremy
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Bentham was the one who fully developed theories of public opinion. He brought in his

utilitarian philosophy in order to define theories of public opinion, and he highlighted that public

opinion had the power to ensure that the rulers would rule for the greatest happiness of the

greater number (Cutler, 1999).

In 1962, German social theorist Jurgen Habermas contributed the idea of the "public

sphere" to the discussion of public opinion. He introduced the concept of the public sphere in his

book "The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere" and defined the notion of the public

as "events and occasions are 'public' when they are open to all, in contrast, to close or exclusive

affairs." The structural transformation of the public sphere is something that is approaching

public opinion which can be formed. Habermas claimed that the public sphere featured universal

access and rational debate; however, he believed that a variety of factors resulted in the eventual

decay of the public sphere, including the growth of a commercial mass media, which turned the

critical public into a passive consumer public (Fuchs, 2014). According to Habermas, the public

sphere is a discursive social space where private individuals come together as a ‘public’. In this

space, the public (all citizens) has unhindered access to information, it facilitates maximum

public participation, and people can freely debate key social and political issues. Consequently,

these practices promote participatory democracy as separate from the public authority, which is

embodied in government and state institutions.

American sociologist Herbert Blumer has proposed an altogether different concept of the

public. According to Blumer, public opinion is discussed as a form of collective behavior that is

made up of those who are discussing a given public issue at any one time. Given this definition,

there are many publics. Each of them comes into being when an issue arises and ceases to exist

when the issue is resolved. According to cognitive psychology, the reality perceived by the
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natural capacity of each individual is modified by the group’s opinion. The perception of reality

by the individual is thus modified by the opinion of the group that influences the individual’s

ability to perceive, and thus causes the individual to modify his own perception in favor of that

of the group that influences him (Blumer, 1948). This perspective has been largely embraced by

various researchers like Stijn Joye, who suggests that events in general are a “media construct”

which relies on the large coverage and therefore public recognition and acceptance (Joye, 2014)

Communication has received less attention as a central variable of the public opinion

process. Price and Roberts (1987) divide the public opinion process into Inter-level relations

among individuals, groups, and organizations over time. Communication is central to the

process, even at the intrapersonal level where the relationship between cognition and behavior

can be conceptualized as a continuing dialectic according to Price and Roberts. In another article

by Hoffmann et al.(2007), the authors stated that:

Information obtained from both media and social sources is integrated with old

information as public opinion evolves. Individuals incorporate new opinion-related

information with old cognitions, selecting which new ideas to incorporate and which to

dismiss or ignore. (pp, 289)

Within the last decade, the way information and communication technologies have evolved and

the way people use them has deeply changed our means of communication and public opinion.

The media offer the same information to a large number of people, which translates into the

sharing of one side opinion by the greatest number of people which tends to provoke the noble

effect called by Elizabeth Knoll Newman (1974) as “the spiral of silence”. This means that

people begin analyzing generally accepted opinions in public space and avoid expressing an

opinion that would place them on the margins of society. Thus, when the media favors a certain
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opinion, most people will embrace that perspective and will be less and less able to express their

own if it is different, believing that they are alone in thinking so and leaving the place to the

mediatised information (Gearhart, 2020). Relevant information often is delivered via mass

media, which simultaneously acts as a channel for information dissemination as well as another

filter within the public opinion process. Media outlets choose between many options when

determining precisely which issues to cover. The direct impact of the media filter is that those

who are exposed to the selected information have the opportunity to obtain more knowledge

about an issue. Conti and Memoli (2016) characterize the role of the media as being:

A virtuous and constructive one for bringing citizens closer to each other by enabling the

sharing of information on both good and bad things, the dissemination of the knowledge

and the participation in joint initiatives.

Thus, media appear to be relevant actors in the process of forming citizens' attitudes and public

opinion. The media have played an important role in educating people on matters of public

interest in general  (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). Media can make significant contributions to

information flows and play an agenda-setting role, and it can also promote a model of “shared

responsibility”, in which citizens are encouraged to play an active role in the production and

sharing of information, this being mainly seen within the last few years via social media. The

role of the news media has shifted from gatekeeping to gate watching, whereby they publicize

and share relevant news content rather than focus solely on its production (Bruns, 2011). Social

media can also facilitate multi-directional information flows.

Public opinion in policy-making walked through a long path in the United States political

history.  From the time of Bryce's American Commonwealth, public opinion polls have been a

significant component in American politics (Gallup & Rae, 1940). Democracy is a process that
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may involve several different institutional elements. Public opinion surveys that favor

participatory reforms of the democratic process satisfied the popular demands for political

involvement and decision making, especially referenda. (Dalton, Burklin & Drummond, 2001).

The importance of public opinion in the determination of public policy is the subject of

considerable debate. On the other hand, state policies are highly responsive to public opinions

(Erikson, Wright & McIver, 1993); opinions are like the "thermostatic" of policies, as they both

drive and adjust to changes in policies (Soroka, & Wlezien, 2010). The representation of opinion

in policy is central to representative democracy (Fishkin, 1997); therefore, it is essential to study

and understand public opinion.

Public Opinion Research

Though at a very early stage, since the 16th century when Michel de Montaigne

introduced the word, "L'opinion", it had already become important what people thought. under

the people, of course we do not see the poor peasants, farmers, etc. During the 19th century

Europe had an almost patrimonial character, and public opinion was a synonym of opinions

expressed by the political representatives of the electorate, by the newspapers and by prominent

members or organizations of the middle class (Umbach, 2016).

The earliest public opinion research can be traced back to the 11th century BCE in

Chinese governing. Mencius (372-298BCE), the most famous inheritor of Confucius, stated in

“尽心章句”[Book of Jinxin] that, “民为贵，社稷次之，君为轻.” [To a state, the people are the

most important. The land and grain come second. The least is the ruler himself.] Chinese rulers

knew the importance of public opinions since ancient times. “防民之口，甚于防川，川壅而溃，

伤人必多，民亦如之。是故为川者，决之使导；为民者，宣之使言。”[Where there is injustice,

there you will find people voicing their protests. It will cause more harm to stop the free flow of
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people's opinions than to stop that of the rivers.] (Zuo, 400 BCE). The rulers sent officials across

the country to collect public opinions and report them to the government. “女有所怨恨，相从而

歌。饥者歌其食，劳者歌其事。男年六十、女年五十无子者，官衣食之，使之民间求诗。”

[People have things to complain about, they sing loud in public. Starving men sing about food;

laborers sing about work. When men turn over 60, women over 50 with no kids, the government

pays them with food and clothes, and sends them out to gather poems(stories).] (He, 180). The

collection of the reports became the ancient Chinese classic “诗经 [Classic of Poetry],” which

collected 311 poems of royal life, religious life, and public life during the 11th to 7th centuries

BCE. The 160 folk poems known as “airs of the states'' collected by government officials from

the general public are considered the essential part of the collection with the highest artistic value

(Pines, 2009). In 211 BCE, the Chinese emperor established a government music bureau known

as “乐府”[YueFu] to collect folk poems. The two most well-known pieces are “孔雀东南飞”

[The Peacocks Fly to the South and the East] and “木兰诗” [Ballad of Mulan], the latter was

adapted by Disney, making it into a world-famous animation. When the name of the official

music bureau changed in different dynasties, its original name YueFu became a popular poem

writing style among artists and scholars. The elites wrote in the tone of the general public to

express their opinions. The popularity of folk poem styles became the signature of Chinese

culture. When western urban culture such as hip-pop and comics is still considered impropriety

and secondary among many mainstream elites in the United States, the Chinese have always

considered that the art styles created by ordinary people carry higher value than any other art

forms such as royal or religious styles. Throughout thousands of years of Chinese history, the

royals, noble, scholars, and artists tried to communicate with terms that resonate with the general

public. There were times in history when the scholars and artists got overwhelmingly elegant and
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wrote with “zombie words” (Sword, 2012); the movements quickly emerged to suppress the

norms. The Classical Prose Movement lasted from the 7th to 11th century CE, encouraging

colloquial language usage to make writings more direct. This 400 year long movement has its

influences and lasted until the 19th century. Then came the New Culture Movement (1910 -

1920), which promoted writing in vernacular literature to avoid dividing written and spoken

Chinese. When Chairman Mao Zedong built the People’s Republic of China, he again adopted

this traditional concept and initiated it to the Cultural Revolution (1966 - 1976) by sending

scholars and elites to work in the field as peasants and educate them in practical experience.

Although the revolution raised social conflicts and was used as a tool to eliminate political

opponents, still, the reason it could spread wildly in the country is rooted back to the civilian

political ideology carried down through history.  “君者舟也，庶人者水也，水则载舟，水则覆

舟”[A ruler is a boat, and the people are water. The water carries the boat, and can also overturn

the boat.] (Xun, 230 BCE). The movements pushed the superstructure to listen to the general

public and made it so that the poems from 3,000 years ago can still be comprehensible today for

a normal Chinese with a basic 9-year compulsory education.

The public opinion research went through a very different path in the west. In 1838, he

French philosopher of science Auguste Comte initiated the field of sociology. He first used the

term “social physics,” which he had to give up due to subsequent appropriation. He brought the

method from physics and mathematics into studying social phenomenon, including public

opinion.  Then Marx introduced his view of scientifically justified systems, which became

fundamental to sociology study today. In Marx’s theory, human society consists of two parts: the

base (or substructure) and the superstructure. The base comprises the forces and relations of

production (e.g., employer-employee work conditions, the technical division of labor, and
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property relations) into which people enter to produce the necessities and amenities of life. From

here, the Chinese and western scholars went in very different directions: the Chinese translated

this theory into “经济基础决定上层建筑” [The economic base determines the superstructure.]

and included this concept in the national high school textbook as the fundamental of Marxism.

This differential interruption could be understood as the Marxist tone of traditional Chinese

plebeian culture. Western scholars like Stuart Hall focused their study on the superstructure and

took a very different approach towards cultural study and communication research. Hall's theory

provided a fundamental framework for understanding communication (Hall, 1992). His idea

focused on not just what the information being presented was, but also by whom the information

was being presented. The theory says that the information you learned from the mass media is

presented to you by individuals who carry different ideologies based on the culture. Hall believes

the mass media maintain the dominance of those already in positions of power. Conversely, the

media exploit the poor and powerless. In his work "Culture studies: two paradigms," Hall meant

to raise awareness from cultural researchers that the media mirrors the society, but there is a gap

between media reality and social reality (Hall, 1981). Some of his ideologies resonate with the

Chinese literature movements that encourage scholars to focus on the general public. Still, Hall's

research goes the other way around, focusing on helping the scholars know how the

communication gap was generated, while Chinese movements focus more on understanding

people’s needs (Zhang, 2015).

The difference could also be explained in the historical background of the emerging

concept. Yongpeng Fan (2019) stated in his article that born in the Age of Science, western

sociology is as its initial name “social physics”,  and adopted a scientific approach in social study

and provided very different methods for studying the general public. When Chinese scholars
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focused on eliminating the gap between superstructure and base by forcing the superstructure to

speak the same language and share similar values with the base, western scholars used more

intuitive methods with qualitative and quantitative research to better understand the base.

The fundamental difference in understanding the concept of democracy between China

and the west is that the Chinese believe the governing should be based on people's opinions but

not their decision (Fan, 2019). The western electoral democracy is based on the presumption that

the people's decision is based on their opinion. The two cultures merged in one key field of

study: public opinion research in content analysis; we need to really understand the content of

people’s opinions in order to either make the decision for them or know how their decision

resonates with their opinion.

In the 1950s, the Cold War sparked the communication research field (Simpson, 1996),

and the first nationally representative sample surveys and polls were conducted in the United

States, and the researchers wanted to know how informed the public was regarding politics . The

result was really depressing and suggested that citizens, on the whole, are remarkably

uninformed when it comes to politics. Most of the citizens could not tell what positions the

parties represented on issues, and more importantly, people lacked real opinions when it came to

politics. The early research found that only a small portion of people were consistently

ideological towards certain issues, and the majority of people, about 95% frequently change their

opinions on the same issue. It led the researchers to believe people are making up the responses

without core beliefs underlying their responses to the polls. Walter Lippmann painted a

pejorative portrait of the public being seen as one that was unable to process information deeply

or to behave rationally. These early studies crushed the delusional hypothesis of rational man.
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In 1992, the political scientist John Zaller published his revolutionary book The nature

and origins of mass opinion and raised a theory that became one of the most influential in

modern opinion research. He suggested that the opinions do not exist, but that the processing is a

sample of consideration not a stable position on an issue. Consideration is anything that helps a

person to respond to an issue, it can be anything from party identification to religion to race or

experiences. The main factors that shape people’s sampling of consideration are things that are

most salient and most recent. In the article “Elite leadership of mass opinion” he published two

years later, he indicated that in an elite-driven democracy like the United States, parties and

media are the largest factors that shape the consideration.

Today in the United States, the most largest public opinion study is the election and

pre-election polls: result-oriented quantitative research that takes the opinion out of context and

leaves only the decision. The election provides the legitimacy of governing under the concept of

representative democracy, and the pre-election polls work as a media communication tool that

persuades people to vote or to watch the news (Gingrich, 2020). In research published by Pew

Research Center, only 34% of Americans trust and have confidence in the wisdom of American

people in making political decisions, while 54% believe otherwise (Dimock, 2020).  Many

believe that education is the only savior of electoral democracy (Jeffrey, & Sargrad, 2019).

However, Chinese philosophers believe very differently. “民可道也，而不可强也” [You can

guide the people, but you cannot push the people.] (Confucius, n.d.). “凡动民必顺民心，民心有

恒，求其永”[You want to interact with people, you need to listen to their minds. Peoples’ minds

are the permanent solution.] (Kong, 400 BCE). The ancient Chinese philosophers do not think

people need to be educated to know their own needs; they only need to be guided to reach there.

The concept is that governing is about people’s opinion, not their decision. The messages of
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peoples’ opinions may be left out in their final decision, but people’s needs are always there; it is

the rulers’ responsibility to learn to listen and find the precise messages.

The development in behavioral science theories and experiments provided new

perspectives to understanding public opinion. For example, in John Zaller’s theory, people tend

to respond more to factors salient and essential to one’s personal life. The current experiment

indicated that when the situation is complicated, people tend to avoid making the choice even

about the most essential issues.

American Aristotelian philosopher John Dewey emphasized the supremacy of public

opinion as the best safeguard to democracy. He suggested the essential need is the improvement

of the method and conditions of debate, discussion, and persuasion. That is the problem of the

public.

In 2002, the Nobel Prize in Economics was awarded to Daniel Kahneman and Vernon

Smith, two researchers in the field of experimental economics. Kahneman used perceptual

psychology to study human judgments and decisions, and Smith used laboratory experiments to

test predictions made based on economic theory. In 2017, the Nobel Prize in Economics was

awarded to the father of behavioral economics: Richard Taylor.

The opportunity to combine the progress in behavioral science and public opinion

research could provide us a new path to research new methods to look into this old problem and

possibly, find a solution in my proposed methodology.

Public Opinion Research Methodology

Content analysis has been utilized in many cultures for a long time. In China, it was first

mentioned in “易经” [I Ching] in the second century BCE, and the first book that specific

discussing it in detail is “说文解字” [Discussing Writing and Explaining Characters] in 100 CE.
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In the west, Aristotle wrote his famous persuasive tactics in the book of “Rhetoric” in the 4th

century BCE. When sociology emerged with scientific research methods in the 19th century, the

traditional public opinion survey adopted the scientific methods and served the ancient purpose

of persuasive speech, which could make the poll sometimes inaccurate and misleading if used in

the wrong way (Bishop, Tuchfarber & Oldendick, 1978). One of the extreme examples was

during the 2020 election campaign. Trump's campaign released an official coronavirus approval

poll which contains a multiple-choice question: “Who do you trust more to Make America Great

Again?” and the giving options are “President Trump” and “China Joe”. The pollsters could alter

the wording of the questions to get the result they wanted either to serve their clients’ needs, or

attract viewers attention, which turn polling companies into mediating agents that are influenced

by social forces such as social institutions, routines, and individuals (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013).

In election polls, a popular polling method is a quantitative approach of a data description

process. The two major polling analysis agencies in the United States are RealClearPolitics

(RCP) and FiveThirtyEight (538). RCP uses a mathematical approach to come up with an

average poll result based on the poll conducted by multiple media outlets. 538 built their 2020

presidential forecasting average model using a weighted average method which weighted sources

based on the rating. The model added in the factor polls includes economy, COVID-19, climate

change, and other policies that might shape the election result. The model was finally adjusted

based on the 2016 model and results, including the participants’ status, including education,

income, and race factors. While 538 did provide a more accurate forecasting result than RCP, the

factors were manually adjusted by the analysts according to their experience and belief; their

work is more journalism than statistical: interpreting the data in a storytelling method. It is a

more mediating approach, rather than a mathematical approach.
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With developments in computer modeling and simulating analysis, the polling industry

started to adopt new methods that could eliminate influence from outside forces when

forecasting public decisions. In research by Caetano et al. in 2018, the researchers examined

Twitter users’ political homophily during the 2016 presidential election through a social network

dynamic approach. The research collected 4.9 million tweets of 18,450 users and their contact

network during the election,  classified by their political affiliation through a content analysis

method with the Stanford Parser tool, and then researched how the people who support the same

political parties connect to each other on Twitter. The research found a significant result that

users with political engagement are more connected and interact more frequently with other

users from the same political affiliation. The concept was widely used in a polling forecasting

approach known as agent-based modeling which looks at the social dynamic influencing human

behaviors like decision making.  In a study done by Fudan Complex Decision Analysis Center

about the 2020 U.S. Presidential Election forecast, the researchers used agent-based modeling

(ABM) with the Monte Carlo Method to form a 2020 presidential election forecasting model for

six states: Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Indiana, and Missouri. The study built

two models: model A included industries and local economy as factors, and model B considered

population and race as factors. Both models correctly forecasted the winner in all six states

(Tang, 2020).  In another study done by Qiu Phang & Bishkek in 2020, the researchers examined

political decision-making in a political system through a complexity science approach with the

ABM method. The article provides a deconstruction of the current political systems in the United

States which includes citizens, voters, politicians, parties, legislatures, and governments. The

study suggested pressure to value these elements in the ABM simulation and provided a

framework to understand the political decision-making process. When combining agent-based
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modeling with social dynamic network analysis, the study shows significant improvement in

forecasting accuracy. In a 2017 study by Ayata et al., the researchers demonstrated how people's

political affiliation is affected by social networks like Twitter. To classify the users' political

parties, the study examined three machine learning algorithms including Long Short Term

Memory (LSTM),  Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The

result showed that the LSTM performs better in terms of accuracy. A more comprehensive study

done by Ansari et al. in 2020 examined five algorithms including Support Vector Machines

(SVM), Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest Classifier

(RFC), and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). RFC takes optimally low time in training and

still provides a promising result. LSTM performs slightly better in terms of accuracy, but the

computation cost is higher compared to RFC. The other study by Khatua et al. in 2020 improved

the method by focusing on multi-party contexts in the “mix tweets'' situation. To predict the

users’ political leaning, the researchers collected 2.4 million tweets from 0.15 million unique

users and employed a multinomial logit regression model, then examined three neural

network-based algorithms including Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), LSTM, and Bidrectional

LSTM (Bi-LSTM). The study demonstrates that the Bi-LSTM performs the best with the model,

and user-level mix-tweeting patterns can reveal the political opinions of Twitter users. A similar

study done by Eligüzel in 2020 examined ten different machine learning algorithms to analyze

Twitter users’ locations, including Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Gaussian Naïve Bayes, Support

Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Extra Trees, Neural Network,

k Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), and Adaptive Boosting

(AdaBoost) classifications. The study found that the Multinomial Naïve Bayes classification

algorithm and Extra Trees provide the best results in tested cases.
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The agent-based modeling method is based on dynamic network analysis using machine

learning technology that considers participants of the study as a message agent who are

components of a social network. The dynamic of agents’ decision-making process is not based

on the political agenda, but solely based on the signals passed to them in the network which can

be picked up by the machine learning programs. The modeling method is currently widely used

in the polling industry and shows a much higher accuracy than traditional opinion survey

methods. The 538 also built a forecasting simulation for the 2020 election which was more

accurate than their traditional average poll. However, the success of this method clearly shows

the gap between public opinion and their decisions.  It reveals the real issue with electoral

democracy: people’s decisions cannot represent their opinion.

The development of the internet and data technology provides us a new path to the

solution. Today we do not need to send out elder people to go across the nation collecting folk

poems like in 11th century BCE in China. The internet allowed us to really collect every single

message people posted through the network cable. Social media may be the most democratic

thing since democracy was born (Etter et al.,  2014; Gayo-Avello, 2015). Tracing the behavior

patterns may be enough to predict people's actions, but with all the content people shared on the

social media platforms, there is finally an opportunity for researchers to understand people’s

mind. The traditional content analysis is usually done through human coding with a coding

scheme designed by the researcher including the written collection of measures with full

explication, allowing for the careful application by coders working independently, after sufficient

training (Neuendorf et at., 2015). The problem with this approach is it usually costs too much

and requires a lot of manpower to achieve good accuracy. When the data reaches a higher

volume, the method is impractical. However, to understand the general public, a higher amount
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of the data would better describe the situation. The dictionary method is introduced to

accomplish big data content analysis studies (Krippendorff, 2018). However, using

pre-constructed dictionaries in specific research fields usually does not guarantee an accurate

result, especially in social media content analysis as the new terms and social norms emerge

faster than the dictionaries can update themselves. The construction of the dictionary could

provide better research results but it is a very time-consuming and tedious task (Züll &

Landmann, 2004). In research conducted by Haselmayer & Jenny in 2017, they introduced a

cost-effective approach to construct the dictionary. In the study, they designed a detailed research

procedure for using crowdcoding methods in specific research domains and demonstrated the use

of the end results in real-life cases. The research group first used a traditional content analysis

procedure to design the coding scheme of measures with full explication, then instead of coder

training, they used the process to develop a recruitment process that could filter the coder hired

on the crowdcoding platform. The research group hired 480 coders through a crowdcoding

platform for $2,200 in total, and received 130,000 valid codings for 13,000 sentences. The

accuracy was promising compared with the traditional coding method.

Design Thinking Theory and Product Design Process Framework

Design thinking is a way to solve practical problems. It was first put forward by IDEO

founders David Kelley and Tim Brown’s design thinking has become a popular way to create

products. This method is people-centered design methods and thoughts in a unified concept,

which puts human needs at the center through the entire design process. Tim Brown says:

“Design thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation that draws from the designer’s
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toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of technology and the requirements for

business success.”

Design thinking suggest that when considering a product or feature, the designer should

understand their goals and be able to answer the following questions first:

● What problem are we solving?

● Who has this problem?

● What do we want to achieve?

Answering these questions helps designers understand the user experience of a product as

a whole, not just the interactive (feel) or visual (look) parts of the design. It is only after these

questions have been answered that it makes sense to look for solutions. For the solution to be

successful, design thinking uses three lenses to bring human needs into focus: desirability,

feasibility, and  viability. The Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford describes design

thinking as a five-stage process:

● Empathize: Learn about the people for whom you are designing. Conduct research to

develop a deeper understanding of your users.

● Define: Create a point of view that is based on user needs and insights.

● Ideate: Brainstorm and come up with as many creative solutions as possible. Generate a

range of potential solutions by giving yourself and your team total freedom.
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● Prototype: Build a prototype (or series of prototypes) to test your hypothesis. Creating a

prototype lets the designer see if they’re on the right track, and it often sparks different

ideas that you wouldn’t have come up with otherwise.

● Test: Return to your users for feedback.

Methodology and Interviews

This study interviewed twelve media professionals and public opinion researchers to look

for ways to boost audience engagement and improve news value in the newsroom.

● Empathize & Define: Before this project, I had worked with local newsrooms on many

other projects. To get started, I still want to interview a media professional to help me to

narrow down the research direction and guide me through the needs of the newsroom

from the journalists’ and editors’ perspective.

Interview #1: media professional, news content analysis specialist.

● Ideate: In order to come up with suggestions and potential solutions, I interviewed public

opinion professionals and audience research analysts, learning the general research

methods, and asking their suggestions for serving newsrooms.

Interview #2: senior technician in big data and intelligent communication.

Interview #3: professor in social media opinion dynamics research.

Interview #4: pollster.

Interview #5: survey method researcher.

Interview #6: professor and public opinion researcher.

Interview #7: media and user experience researcher.

Interview #8: survey panel specialist.

Interview #9: media impact specialist.
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● Design & Review: After talking with public opinion researchers and coming up with

some ideas, I went back to talk with news professionals to get their feedback on the

possibility of applying those actions in the newsroom. I also talked with people who are

familiar with the newsroom innovation process, to learn the training and routines that are

needed when introducing new methods to the newsroom.

Interview #10: former editor from an engaging news pioneer newsroom.

Interview #11: newsroom innovation and engagement researcher.

Interview #12: newsroom SEO specialist.

ANALYSIS

Finding

Public Opinion Research in Newsrooms

Newsrooms today are already using multiple methods to study their audiences.

Interviewee #12 works as SEO specialist in a national digital news website. They rely on internet

trending tools such as Google Trends to monitor the newsreaders’ interested topics. Interviewee

#10 was a former editor from a regional award-winning newsroom which was the pioneer in

engaged news reporting. He introduced the audience survey they contracted a professional firm

to conduct, the survey usually contains consumer comparison from different newsrooms between

print, broadcast, TV, and digital.  They also do geographic market segmentation research about

the general portfolios of the audiences in the community.

Interviewee #1 introduced a project he conducted. Back in 1998-2002, Pew research

center partnered with Princeton Survey and conducted the most extensive local news content
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analysis project. The study pulled five-year content from more than 154 stations in 50 markets,

correlating local news content with rating success, and found that good storytelling, not the topic,

wins the day. The conclusion overturns all the topic-based audience research methods currently

used in the industry.

Interviewee #6 emphasizes that using audiences rating to direct news reporting is

“legitimately a terrible idea, generally a terrible idea. You're abdicating your journalistic

responsibilities to the readers. And by the way, they tell you what they read by page views and

other metrics. So that's, that's stupid. And it's sad because what that means is that editors are just

throwing their hands up and just running away from it. You have to engage journalists in the

community. They have to be of the community, not above the community, looking down on the

convenient community. For a lot of new journalists, they're coming out of college and they're

living in communities that they have not lived in before. And so they don’t have this idea of what

local reporters should be. And the fact of the matter is that a local reporter needs to understand

what the local part of the reporter needs. And so if you are not going hyper-local with your news

coverage, you're losing.”

Moreover, the popular metrics currently widely used in audiences research are not

designed for newsrooms’ analytic purposes; thus, they provide very little information on the

problems that matter: how to improve the news reporting, and what really matters to the

audiences and community. In 2016, The Brookings Institute published the article “Solving

journalism’s hidden problem: Terrible analytics” that pointed out the former problem.

Researchers from the local TV research project launched Project for Excellence in Journalism

that looks at crucial storytelling elements. The American Press Institute has partnered with
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BuzzFeed to develop new measurements that implanted news values, news ethics, etc. However,

the latter problem remains overlooked in the media research field.

One approach to improve the understanding of audiences and the community is to look

into the public opinion research methodologies. Public opinion research is one of the most

traditional research fields that can be traced back to the ancient Aristotle Roman time and the

Chinese Confucius period. In modern America, the political elections and thriving business

development facilitated this field with funds and opportunities. There’s no better way than to turn

to public opinion researchers and pollsters for advice in understanding local audiences and

communities.

General Public Opinion Research Methods

Interviewee #4 introduced methods that political campaigns are using to get general

public opinions: “We start with door to door and talking to folks getting some ideas on what

issues the community are concerned about, and then goes into polling, doing a benchmark

survey, and then doing some tracking surveys just to see the extent to which massaging is

breaking through and the effect that’s having on the vote. But I think that, in the political world,

it's a lot of combination of polling. Polling sort of gives you the bigger picture, looking at things

and a lot of grassroots organizing, talking to people either going door to door, or meeting folks

out in front of grocery stores and chatting with them and talking to people on the street, and if in

big cities, talking to people on the public transportation.”

Unlike many communication researchers who started using quantitative methods to

research the public opinion, the real-live pollsters all suggested starting from a more qualitative

approach, or should say, a more traditional journalism method: talking to people.
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Interviewee #10 stated: “I always encourage our staff to go out and talk to their sources in

person and visit all types of communities. And so that was something that they did, and of course

that produced stories. I think that you cannot find stories if you're not connected with the

Community definitely.”

Trade-off and being practical

Interviewee #5 highlighted the key component for newsrooms to conduct survey research

“the makes for survey research that has always been about trade-offs. You know, you can ideally

talk to everyone, ideally, you talk to every single reader and take a census, but obviously you can

never afford to do that. So even in a world of perfect surveys, it was always a compromise that

you were making trade-offs based on the resources you have.”

There will not be one method that could apply to all newsrooms. The newsrooms have to

design the survey research based on their resources and their priority needs.

Benchmark surveys that cover the community would be expensive, but could help the

newsrooms to attract potential audiences who are not at the moment consuming their news

products. Audience research that targets existing consumers can help improve the quality of the

news stories and better serve current users. Because newsrooms usually already have a list or

portfolios of the existing consumers, such as subscriber lists, website registered user lists, or

subscribers’ addresses, the survey can be easily delivered, and the cost can be relatively low.

However, the newsrooms should be aware that the audience research method could hardly help

them extend their audience reach as they are only surveying the existing consumers.
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Social media

When starting this project, I have worked with local newsrooms in other projects

knowing that some of the small local newsrooms use social media as the primary engagement

tools. Some editors even request their journalists to spend a certain amount of time replying to

the comments they received on social media.

However, the professional pollsters give me a very different perspective. Interviewee #5

stated that: “I would say don't bother because the analytics you get off of your own readers are

probably telling you more than the sort of qualitative feedback from what you might get from

people who like to leave comments, who engage with Twitter or who engage with the news on

Facebook, because they're so unrepresentative of most of your readers they're just a different

kind of person there you know infinitely more opinionated and weird.” Interviewee #6 also

stated that “social media is a very different population than your readership. So the biggest

problem you have when you're doing social media content analysis is that you are looking at a

very small slice of very, very activated people who are on social media. Not everyone on social

media is posting about what they read in the newspaper. So you are not seeing the full scope, the

full swath of your readership. So that is a poor use of content analysis to fit that need to do

audience analysis, which means you need to talk to actual readers because you already have that

list. That is the best use of that data. If you do it on social media, you're only going to find a very

small slice of what some of your readers like, as opposed to what all of your readers like. It’s a

very poor use of content analysis, and it's an absolute garbage methodology. I would never do

that. And the best newspapers, even the ones who are local, who are the best will do subscriber

surveys.”
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While doing this project, I was working on the RJI’s 2022 Student Innovation Competition on

news literacy, and got into the finalists. My teammates and I interviewed journalists, editors and

news consumers, and found many newsrooms are relying on the internet to learn about their

audiences. At the same time, the news consumers we interviewed told us that they felt the news

today is more opinionated instead of fact driven. This could be driven by the misled information

the internet provided.

My other project I did before the 2020 Presidential Election showed the same result. I

studied the Live Chat comments from YouTube channels that were watched by over 1000

audiences during the first presidential debate. We found that among the 27 channels, 25 of them

are leaning towards Trump; and among 114,549 users we studied, 32.18% supported Trump, and

only 9.81% supported Biden. The study clearly confirms the statement public opinion experts

gave, that the internet can be extreme and need to be used with cartion.

I still talked with two social media professionals as this is such a trending field.

Interviewee #2 told me about the importance of the key nodes (people with influence) in social

media dynamics, and how key nodes are the foundation of the communication structure. This

finding actually proves the significance of news and journalists in the local information

ecosystem. Interviewee #3 told me that “social media public opinion dynamic research could

make up for the obvious flaws in sustainable and long-term follow-up public opinion research,

tells the influence of opinions reflect in the ego-network data of individual reports (self-report),

and it is impossible to truly observe the connection and interaction process between individuals.”

It could be the alternative answer of the “why” question that all the quantitative researchers ask.

As Interviewee # 11 stated, “Any tool it's being used in an online environment needs to

be used with care and recognition. It may not capture the full array of the community. At this
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point, anything that's going on with using online tools is a dilemma, but I don't think it's

something that people have to panic over. Understanding the benefits and the drawbacks of these

kinds of tools, as always, has to be part of any practical process. I don't think it means don't do it,

I think it means to do it carefully.”

Panel Survey

Interviewee #5 mentioned a survey sampling method that could be a good idea for

newsrooms “if you keep reviewing that same sample (individual) over and over again, you will

know what you don’t have enough of. The term is “panel”, a lot of surveys that are done online

are done with recruited panels, they're also constantly adding people to it. ”

Panel method is a way to repeatedly interview the same group of people for the same

study over a period of time. It’s a relatively low cost approach that could provide a deep

understanding of the targeted group.

I turned to a panel specialist, interviewee # 9, to ask how they design the research for

panels: “I look to see if there was existing market research that I could kind of leverage. I used to

work at Pew research and we had some data on local news habits broken out by Community. The

alliance for media has some through the Nielsen Scarborough partnership and so it's possible to

purchase some of that. You can also see if there's an area research firm in your area that

specializes in this.”

Previous studies of similar regions or consumer groups could really help in planning and

designing the research.
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Adopting New Methods in Newsrooms

When a new method or routine is developed, it takes planning and time for the newsroom

to fully adopt it. So I spoke with interviewee #12 who is an SEO specialist, to ask how their

newsroom first adopted the SEO approach.

“We have a number of things for SEO, and place one is lots of training for journalists.

The SEO training is a part of the onboarding process now. We also have what we call a SEO

champions group. So this is not just our newsroom, but the entire cooperation network across the

country where once a month gets together and talks about the latest SEO trends, what they did in

their individual newsrooms that was successful and that other newsrooms could copy to be

successful.”

When applying new methods, well designed training and follow up research are key to

success.

Conclusion

Difference Between Academic Research and the Practical World

When starting this project, I read many communication and public opinion research

academic journals and attended public opinion research conferences. When getting to the

methodology, the newest emerging research clusters are on big data, machine learning

algorithms, and social network dynamics. A large portion of the academic research in the field is

either based on social media, or conducted on social media. Even with many of the Public

Opinion degrees and training certificates, I found that they are highly computerized, and have a

lot of statistics and programming classes. Thus, I wrongly assumed that applying new technology
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on social media content analysis would be the alternative solution to help newsrooms conduct

public opinion research.

I studied the clusters in recent journalism and communication research. I collected

articles from the most influential journals with SCI Journal Impact Factor over 1.5, and found

2,250 articles from nine journals. The result showed that among the top nine clusters, four of

them are online and social media related.

Figure: 2017-2021 Journalism and Communication Journal (SCI>1.5) Research Clusters

However, the top professionals in the practical world led me into a completely different

scenario. I talked to the public opinion research methodologist, joined the American Association

of Public Opinion Research, and attended pollisters’ workshops. They all talked about how

important it is to talk to real people. The workshops I attended, professionals with 30+ years

experience were discussing the way to learn interviewees’ language habits before designing
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survey questions that could improve the response rate. They also discussed how zoom interviews

couldn’t provide the best results, and follow-up in-person interviews were still needed.

The practical research is far more qualitative than the quantitative impression academic

journals give. Many of the methodology discussions are in fact very journalistic, focused on how

to ask the right questions, how to show empathy during the interviews or focus group studies,

etc. One article recently shared by AAPOR is done by Ipsos Group, which is a leading market

research company. They designed an emoji system to replace scales rating for sentiment and

satisfaction survey questions, and showed a much higher response rate. The method they use is

very close to the data visualization process newsrooms are using today.

Through this project, I found that new technology may not be the solution for newsrooms

to study their audiences, the traditional news training that asking the journalists to go out talking

to real people is the most practical method even from public opinion research perspective.

General Public Opinion Research Methods

My study interviewed public opinion research and audience analysis professionals to

gather research methods and find best practices for newsrooms.

● Research

○ Look at the existing market, audience, and customer habits research. Some Pew

Research and Nielsen Scarborough reports are detailed to the community level

that can be purchased or viewed for free after a certain time.

○ Go to local survey research firms in your area.

○ Look at communities that are similar to yours.

● Benchmark survey

○ Phone survey
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■ Pros: random, least bias, large reach. Cons: high cost, low response rate.

○ Automated phone survey: call with a recorded message

■ Low cost, but extremely low response rate.

○ US mail or daily delivery

■ Random, least bias, large reach high cost.

■ Good idea for local media that already delivers to every household in the

community.

○ Online survey: email survey, website survey, pop-up window survey

■ Pros: low cost, easy to do. Cons: limited reach

○ Text/online survey: text a link to participants to do it online.

■ The improved method from a phone survey, less costly, but cannot reach

people who don’t have the internet or older audiences (main consumers of

the local newspaper) who will have a hard time finishing the survey on

their phone.

○ Text survey: text survey questions that can be answered directly in text messages.

■ Improved from text/online survey method, more people willing to

participate without opening a link.

○ Social media: content analysis, sentiment analysis, massage monitor

■ Pro: monitor long-time trends, monitor individual opinion changing

processes and factors, monitor neglected/uncovered topics.

With technology like big data and machine learning algorithms

developing, social media-based opinion research can provide a

cost-effective way to conduct social process-style public opinion research.
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■ Cons: biased and extreme; samples are very different from news targeted

audiences.

● Talk to people: let people speak in their own words.

○ Talk to people in person: talk to people around you; invite people to newsrooms

○ Online community: NextDoor

○ Events: town hall meeting, newsroom events, bring people in

○ Door to door: well-funded grassroots method. Can work with volunteers.

○ Focus group

The Three-Phase of Matter Guideline in Design Public Opinion Research in

Newsrooms

Through the study, I found there are three phases of opinion research in the newsroom:

● Public opinion research: The news media bear a responsibility to serve the public and the

community. Serving the public is the most essential news ethical practice and carries a

significant news value for journalism. To help reporters better understand the community

they are serving, general public opinion research needs to be conducted. Public opinion

research does not just provide marketing information to improve news engagement; more

importantly, it is essential to help journalists enhance their storytelling.

● Audience research: The news consumers include a newsroom’s readers, subscribers, and

audiences who consume news in general. Audience research is targeted market research

that focuses on existing and potential consumers’ behavior.

● Impact and feedback: Include rating, content view count, engagement data, etc. The

impact data works similar to KPI metrics that tell the newsroom the performance of each
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published story. It has its clear advantages and flaws. The analytical metrics could

sometimes tell a pattern, but they usually cannot tell the reason.

The first two phases, public opinion research and audience research, would provide the

upstream newsroom data to make an engagement plan strategy, structure the print layout, and

plan the coverage. The last phase, impact and feedback is downstream research that provides

performance data and improvement ideas.

Because of the unique role the news media plays in public services, much of the survey

research conducted by the newsrooms would include content and aspects of all three phases.

Still, the data contains different news values that serve other purposes.

The key to conducting a good survey is to design the study following this three-phase

framework to clarify the purpose of survey questions before practicing it.

Recommendations to Local Newsrooms

Quit the internet.

Many newsrooms and journalists rely too much on website comments or social media

engagement to communicate with their audiences. However, the audiences on the internet are

usually very extreme and biased, and usually very different from newsrooms’ real targeted

audiences.

Relying on SEO tools such as Google Trends or Twitter Analytics is not recommended to

local newsrooms either, as it does not provide you any data about what people in your

community think about.
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Go on the street.

Public opinion research and survey design is a very sophisticated project, poorly designed

research would be a waste of time and money. So unless you have the budget to hire a

professional consultant or be able to work with a local university for free, the best practice to

collect real public opinion in the community is to go on the street and talk to real people.

Randomly drawn people from the street could provide a much less biased sample than doing

research online without proper guidance. The best way to understand a community is always

being part of it. Talking to real people, hosting forums, and focus groups are always the best first

step in opinion research.

Storytelling, not the topic, wins the day.

Topic doesn’t matter, audiences are interested in any topic as much as the story is well

told in a way that’s engaging and relevant to the people. The ratings and clicks can only tell you

what stories did well in the past, but don’t tell you why. What really matters is the journalistic

value the stories could bring to the audiences. For example, after the local election, local news

audiences would be more interested in how this newly elected official would affect the

community, and what other people in the community think of him. Local news audiences would

not be too much interested in how this election could affect the Biden or Democrats’ 2022

electron strategy. Also, after The Department of Energy announced the releasing of 50 million

barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, people are interested in how that will affect

that holiday travel plan, not how that will impact the international oil market.

The best way to improve engaged storytelling writing is to talk to real people after your

story is published. Instead of looking at the online comments, social media engagement, or any

online feedback, talking to real people in the community, asking them to explain their feelings in
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their own words, this will be a much better way to improve journalists' engaged storytelling

skills.

APPENDIX A: JOURNAL SUBMISSION

Journal Submission

What is Public-Powered Journalism?

Audience research has been commonly used in journalism analytics. The program

ratings, audience feedback, and subscriber numbers used to be the main measurements that

publishers relied on. When the news delivery moved online, the emerging technology allowed

the editors and publishers to look at the news reporting from a more analytic perspective,

audiences data including subscriber portfolios, visitor ratings, page views, and engagement rates

are made available for newsrooms. Many newsroom editors started to get used to the idea to

assist the news reporting with the audience analytics. They share those data with their journalists

to encourage them to write the report based on the patterns these analytics provide. Some even

prioritize the engagement rate and encourage or even require their journalists to spend time

creating dialogues with the audiences online.

A company named Hearken founded in 2015 raised the concept of public-powered

journalism and tried to improve engaging journalism by involving the audiences from the

beginning of the news reporting process. They designed a widget that allowed audiences to pitch

the news questions, and surveyed the audiences to validate the questions they are interested in

having the newsroom investigate. Hearken has helped more than 130 newsrooms in past years,
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and the result showed that the newsrooms adopting public-powered journalism have boosted

media trust and newsrooms' revenue streams.

Why is Public-Powered Journalism Important to Local Newsrooms?

Local news is essential for democracy.

A 2011 study by Harvard and UChicago economists found significant relevance between

local numbers of newly opened newspaper operations and voter participation in elections. A

2010 study by economists from MIT and Stockholm University found that members of state

congress from districts that have less local news coverage don’t vote as frequently for their

constituents. Those districts end up receiving less federal funding overall. A 2018 study by Notre
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Dame and UChicago researchers said following a newspaper closure, municipal borrowing costs

increased by 5 to 11 basis points in the long run. These results are not being driven by

deteriorating local economic conditions. The study cites the loss of monitoring that results from

newspaper closures as associated with increased government inefficiencies and higher

government wages, employees, and tax revenues.

Browsing potential financial opportunities.

The local news landscape has undergone a multitude of changes in the last few decades,

especially within the last years due to the Covid-19 pandemic. With a pandemic-induced

recession, more and more newsrooms have cut down their staff sizes and laid-off workers, some

even ceasing publication and operation.

In 2019, Barber & Mckinley published “Engaged journalism: practices for building trust,

generating revenue, and fostering civic engagement”. The study found that “engaged journalism

builds trust among journalism organizations and audiences, which results in audiences being

willing to financially support the journalism”. Public-powered journalism advocates engaged

journalism and at the same time promotes the democracy component of the local news reporting.

The Public Opinion Research Approach

One approach to improve the understanding of audiences and the community is to look

into the public opinion research methodologies. Public opinion research is one of the most

traditional research fields that can be traced back to the ancient Aristotle Roman time and the

Chinese Confucius period. In modern America, the political elections and thriving business

development facilitated this field with funds and opportunities. There’s no better way than to turn

to public opinion researchers and pollsters for advice in understanding local audiences and

communities.
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My study interviewed public opinion research and audience analysis professionals to

gather research methods and find best practices for newsrooms.

Methods that can be conducted with newsrooms’ limited resources

● Talk to people: The best way to understand a community is always being part of it.

Getting on the street and talking to real people, hosting forums, and focus groups are

always the best first step in opinion research. It’s also the most essential way to improve

new reporting. It’s killing two birds with one stone.

● Panel: Panel sampling involves randomly choosing a group of people to be part of a

panel, and taking part in a study several times over a period of time.

The advantage of the newsroom is it can conduct long-term repeated surveys with the

same selected group of people. Panel method could utilize this advantage and help the

newsroom to collect consistent data.

● Email Survey: Subscriber lists and registered user lists are the existing sample frame

newsrooms already have, email surveys can be a good start.

Recommendations to Local Newsrooms

● Work with professionals: public opinion research and survey design is a very

sophisticated project, so the wrongly designed research would be a waste of time and

money.

○ Hire a professional survey firm or at least hire a consultant to come into the

newsroom to help design the research ideally.

○ Reaching out to local universities and research groups to seek partnership is a

potential way to lower the cost.
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● Talk to real people in the community: many newsrooms and journalists rely too much on

website comments or social media engagement to communicate with their audiences.

However, the audiences on the internet are usually very extreme and biased, and usually

very different from newsrooms’ real targeted audiences.

● Make a long-term research plan: Many measurement metrics and engagement tools,

including Hearken, only look at short period feedback such as what story audiences are

interested in at this moment. The research design should look at long-term needs like the

issues the community has always been concerned about.

The Three-Phase of Matter Guideline in Design Public Opinion Research in

Newsrooms

Through the study, I found there are three phases of opinion research in the newsroom:

● Public opinion research: The news media bear a responsibility to serve the public and the

community. Serving the public is the most essential news ethical practice and carries a

significant news value for journalism. To help reporters better understand the community

they are serving, general public opinion research needs to be conducted to understand the

public. Public opinion research does not just provide marketing information to improve

news engagement; more importantly, it is essential to help journalists enhance their

storytelling.

● Audience research: The news consumers include newsroom’s readers, subscribers, and

audiences who consume news in general. Audience research is targeted market research

that focuses on existing and potential consumers’ behavior.
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● Impact and feedback: Include rating, content view count, engagement data, etc. The

impact data works similar to KPI metrics that tell the newsroom the performance of each

published story. It has its clear advantages and flaws. The analytical metrics could

sometimes tell a pattern, but they usually cannot tell the reason.

The first two phases, public opinion research and audience research, would provide the

upstream newsroom data to make an engagement plan strategy, structure the print layout, and

plan the coverage. The last phase, impact and feedback is downstream research that provides

performance data and improvement ideas.

Because of the unique role the news media plays in public services, much of the survey

research conducted by the newsrooms would include content and aspects of all three phases.

Still, the data contains different news values that serve other purposes.

The key to conducting a good survey is to design the study following this three-phase

framework to clarify the purpose of survey questions before practicing it.

APPENDIX B: SELF-EVALUATION

I had a general idea of this project ever since I applied for the strategic communication

program at the University of Missouri School of Journalism. As an industrial engineer myself,

we use data to measure employees’ behavior and build models to improve their efficiency. Part

of the reason I decided to study communication was I understand the importance of internal

communication in business operation and efficiency studies, as well as in cooperation investment

decision making. As an engineer, I want to find ways to digitalize the communication, or at least

structurelize it to better serve the business needs.
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While studying in J-school, most of my projects were serving the same purpose and

building up my knowledge and skills by doing them. For Communication Law class, I did a data

mining research project on communication law journals to find the research clusters and trends.

For Principle of Communication class, I did a social media sentiment research on the top four

Democrats’ candidates, Biden, Sanders, Warren, and Bloomberg. I then did an independent study

looking at YouTube LiveChat comments during the 2020 first presidential debate; the result was

published on Fudan University China Institute’s Journal and Chinese news site Guancha.cn. I

also joined a real-life consultant job for AP about how to populizing their new Storyshare feature

to fit local newsrooms’ needs. And I participated in RJI’s 2022 Student Innovation Competition

on news literacy, and was a finalists. All my past research is focused on using data to help

businesses, especially local newsrooms to improve their reporting.

This project taught me to look at real-life problems in a more qualitative, or journalistic

approach. Engineers love to put everything into numbers and develop new tools to solve all

issues. However, in many cases, numbers may not tell you the entire picture. I saw first hand in

J-school that the differences between good and bad reportings can hardly be measured

quantitatively, though I still thought I could measure the public opinion by simply improving the

technology and tools. It turned out that extraordinary public opinion researchers are just like

excellent journalists, who can never be replaced by computer algorithms. My arrogant

engineering mind misjudged the importances of human effects, and I think this project completed

my transformation to a communicator.

When working on this project, I also realized one of my biggest shortcomings is that I

was really bad in keeping my committee updated with my process. I have worked independently

since I started my career, so I’m not very good at working with people, especially working under
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supervision. I’m going to start a different career track after graduating. I now got a job offer from

Fudan University’s China Institute. I will combine my communication and behavior research

skills to help Chinese companies build their communication strategy. My position will be part of

a big team in a big institution. so recognizing my flaws through this research project will

definitely help me to improve for my new job.
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APPENDIX D: ACTIVE LOGS

Week 2

The first week’s seminar was beneficial, one of the guest speakers worked on a local TV news

analysis which is the most extensive analysis ever conducted and won’t be able to do again due

to the cost. This is exactly what my MA project wants to solve: using machine learning models

to conduct massive content analysis projects with low budgets. I tried to look for his book “We

Interrupt This Newscast,” the J-school library carries it, but unfortunately, it’s not available in the

DC public library. I’ll see if I can borrow a copy from him.  I’m contacting him for my MA

project interview, and hopefully, he can help me reach more content analysis professionals.

Week 3:

I have scheduled my first interview for next Wednesday. I’ve been reading his articles about

journalism storytelling elements, hoping the first interview will go smoothly.

Week 4:

I conducted my first interview for the MA project. One of the key points he shared about their

TV news research is that, from their study, they found that the topics don’t matter, it’s the good

storytelling strategy that matters. The experience the seminar speakers shared this week also

proved this point. Their share was very useful for my MA project’s content analysis criteria.

Week 5:
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For the MA project, I have started reading the book I borrowed from the first interviewee.  He

also sent me an article “Solving journalism’s hidden problem: Terrible analytics” by Tom

Rosenstiel, who is the executive director of the American Press Institute. He and his team have

been researching journalism audience study metrics and why the current research could not

provide enough information for editors and publishers to improve their work. The study is really

helpful and provided a lot of points I haven’t thought of.

Week 6:

For the MA project, I have scheduled two interviews.

One interviewee is a public opinion dynamic research professor. I have read many articles from

him that are really inspiring and exactly what I’m researching on.

Another interviewee is a long time friend of mine, specializing in social network dynamic

research, especially Agent Based Models. I scheduled his interview before the professor.  It’s

nice to be able to talk to someone I know who can help me better understand the research field,

before I interview the professor I admired.

I have also signed up for American Association of Public Opinion Research, they provide

member contact lists of all members, which would be a great source for me to find future

interviewees.

Week 7:
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For the MA Project, I went to an online workshop hosted by the American Association of Public

Opinion Research. The panelist was Professor Peter Lynn from University of Essex. He is Chair

of the European Social Survey. He brought his newly published book “Advances in Longitudinal

Survey Methodology” to the workshop. During the panel, he thoroughly reviewed the most

current knowledge in the implementation of longitudinal surveys. Then the workshop had a

discussion about conducting surveys during the pandemic. The information was very beneficial.

Week 8:

For the MA project, Pew Research Center just offered a free online class about polling and

public opinion research. It’s a 5 section class, I just finished the first 3 sections. It introduced the

history of American polling and how different kinds of polls serve for different purposes. These

are essential elements that should be kept in mind when researching methodology.

Week 9:

For the MA Project, I have finished reading the book “We Intercept This Newscast”. The project

was enormous! They conducted a five-year content analysis of local news that included more

than 154 stations in 50 markets around the country, and interviewed more than 2,000 journalists.

All the data was collected by humans. They had to manually record all the local news live

broadcasting, and then manually rate all aspects of them. This scale of research would never be

done again because of the shrink of the funding in media research. The analysis part was

contracted to the Princeton Survey Research, which unfortunately does not exist anymore, so any

follow up research in the future is very unlikely.
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Week 10:

The MA project this week went very smoothly. Earlier, I tried to send out a few interview

invitations to certain people on the AAPOR list whom I have previously read their research;

unfortunately, I didn't hear back from any of them. This week, I tried a different strategy: sending

out dozens of interview invitations to people from organizations I know, such as Pew Research

Center, AEI, and some polling companies.  Currently, I have heard back from three of them,

which was nice. I just need to do some extra preparation to study their research work before the

interview.

Week 11:

The MA project this week goes pretty smoothly. I had two interviews planned, but one of them

had to reschedule for this coming week. I just did the interview on Sunday, still working on

organizing the script.

I was able to schedule another interview, so I have 3 interviews this coming week, which makes

a total of 7 interviews after this week.

Also as the VA governor’s election is approaching, the American Association of Public Opinion

Research DC region has been discussing the recent polls and methods. They shared the detailed

process of the Washington Post’s poll done by George Mason University and AAPOR, and

shared some tools to eliminate nonresponse bias in pulling. Those documents are very helpful in

the research.

Week 12:
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The MA project this week was amazing. Maybe because the VA election is finally over, the

pollsters are starting to reply to  my emails and have spare time to talk. I was able to complete 4

interviews this week instead of the 3 that were planned, and one of the interviewees introduced

me to a college of his in another department which may provide me with more information. So I

have already completed 8 interviews at this moment, looking forward to the potential 9th

interview in the coming week. I’ll finish organizing the transcripts by this weekend, and aim to

finish the first draft early next week.

Week 13:

I attended an American Association of Public Opinion Research NY division's seminar about

diversity and race; they had a section about Asian Americans' recent polling, which has some

interesting facts. I'm waiting for them to share the seminar recording so I can share it with the

class. I guess the only good thing about the pandemic is that everything is moving online, so you

can easily attend events in other areas. I'm also attending the Midwest Association for Public

Opinion Research's annual conference on Nov. 19-20 in Chicago; they sell tickets for online

attendees, which is fantastic.

I have completed the 9th and the last interview for my MA project this week. This one is more

like a replenishing of my 8th interview, as they are colleges that work in different steps of the

same process. This was extremely helpful, as most of the other interviewees only worked on

certain parts of the entire process. Talking to people who are working together completing the

entire research is a great finish to this project.

Week 14:
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This week I attended the Midwest Association for Public Opinion Research's annual conference

in Chicago, online. The only good thing about the pandemic is that these types of academic

conferences became so accessible. There are many stunning research presentations I listened to.

There's one research on what affects Chinese netizens' opinion towards China-US trade dispute,

nationalism, authoritarianism, or Maoism. They found that nationalsim was nagatively correlated

with positivity towards the US, but authoriarianism was found positively correlated with

positivity toward the US.

Also, there is research like textual analysis of the word "conservative" in mass media; how

pre-election yard sign sales and bumper sticker sign sales are relevant to the election results; how

using emoji instead of scale number in sentiment questions in surveys could improve the

response rate, etc.

Academic forums are always my favorite as both audiences and event planners. The curiosity

and creativity of the scholars are always so inspiring.

Inspired by one of the speakers, I decided to add a newsroom perspective to wrap up my MA

project by asking how to apply new practices in newsrooms. I sent out a bunch of emails and

luckily got 2 immediate responses that were willing to talk the next day.

Week 15:

I conducted another interview with an SEO specialist to learn how they first introduced SEO to

the newsroom.
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APPENDIX E: PROJECT PROPOSAL

Introduction

The term public opinion is commonly used in both social science and everyday speech.

The notion seems self-explanatory but is still widely disputed and yet to be clarified. William

Shakespeare called Public Opinion the "mistress of success," and Blaise Pascal thought it was

"the queen of the world" (Speier, 1950). No generalization can be made on the role of public

opinion. Public opinion asserts itself differently from one domain to another.

In terms of political science, public opinion is defined as being the aggregate of public

attitudes or beliefs held by a significant number of people on the matters of government or

politics. Public opinion can also be defined as the complex collection of opinions of many

different people and the sum of all their views. The German historian Hermann Oncken

commented on "public opinion" as follows:

Anyone who tries to grasp and pin it down recognizes immediately that he is dealing with

a Proteus, a creature that is both visible in a thousand ways and yet shadowy, that is

powerless and at the same time surprisingly effective, that manifests itself in countless

different ways, that always manages to escape our grasp just when we think we have a

hold on it.… It is not possible to comprehend something that is in a state of fluctuation

and flow by forcing it to fit into a set formula.… After all, anyone who is asked knows

exactly what public opinion means. (1914, pp. 224)

In 2016, German law professor Dieter Umbach of Potsdam University gave his speech at

the annual conference hosted by Southern Economic Association journal, titled Constitutions,

Elections and Public Opinion: Montesquieu’s 4th Pillar of Power? His speech covered the origin

and history of public opinion concepts and involvements. In the speech, Dr. Umbach stated that
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the concept of public opinion was introduced by James Madison; that for a government to be

democratic, it would be essential to have strong and knowledgeable citizens who hold educated

opinions that could be shared and expressed. Active citizens would then use this knowledge to

participate in their government while also being able to inform other citizens of current issues.

Public opinion is believed to be the dynamic factor that guides indirect democratic

government. It is only through the approval of the public that a government gains the authority to

function. “Unless mass view have some place in the shaping of policy, all the talk about

democracy is nonsense.” (Key, 1961) Thus, understanding public opinion is essential to

governing. Since the 1950s, national surveys and polls have been used to study public opinion.

However, through years of research, the studies showed a depressing result that the majority of

citizens are not rational; they do not carry consistent opinions towards political issues. The early

research found that only a small portion of people were consistently ideological towards certain

issues, and the majority of people, about 95% frequently change their opinions on the same issue.

In the 1990s, the political scientist John Zaller developed his theory, one of the most

influential in modern public opinion research. He suggested that the opinions do not exist; the

processing is a sample of consideration, not a stable position on an issue. The means of mass

communication play the central role of both formation and expression of sampling the

consideration. The news media focuses the public’s attention on certain issues leading many

people to form opinions about them and making it possible for public opinion to encompass a

large number of individuals and wide geographic areas (Zaller, 1992).

Within the last decade, the way information and communication technologies have

evolved and the way people use them has deeply changed our means of communication and

public opinion. Moreover, for centuries, the media and advertising campaigns have developed a
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considerable power over societies and different groups regardless of their education, wealth or

status, influencing people’s thoughts, perceptions, or actions, and therefore, shaping public

opinion.

The 2020 presidential election was the most expensive contest in history. With estimated

spending of 14 billion dollars, this election cost more than double what was spent in 2016

(Schwartz, 2020) and exceeded the GDP of numerous countries (Wilson, 2020). About half of

the funding went to political advertisements (Greytak, 2020). TV ads still command a significant

share of the money, but digital ads are now making up a larger than ever slice, 37.9%, of all

advertising spending (Baum, 2020).

The enormous amount of funding and unceasing digital message circulation created new

terms and trending norms all the time, making public opinion research more complicated during

the election (Nicolaou & Barker, 2020). In the 2020 election, the polling industry was hit again

with their forecasting’s undisputed failure. The forecasting by top polling companies such as

FiveThirtyEight and RealClearPolitics far-fetched from the final results. The polling from major

media outlets was also not even close to the results.

Public opinion research is even more difficult for communication scholars as they do not

have the same level of funding that professional polling companies receive. However, in this

special period in which the public is more divided than ever, the communication researchers’

responsibility is to understand the voters’ final decisions and look into the reasons behind their

decisions. Democracy is the choice of people, and public opinion research should reinforce it.

With campaign spending increasing in every election, new methods and research of

public opinion polls have been invented and tested very frequently. By studying and combining

tests of these methods, my research focuses on designing a new research procedure that may help
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communication scholars and professional audience analysts in marketing or advertising develop

a better way of measuring public opinions, especially in political communication.

Professional Skills Component

This Fall, I am looking for an internship position in a political consulting firm, think tank,

or non-profit organization, to get to know more about political communication and international

relations.

During this time, I will be conducting interviews with public opinion analysts to

understand the practical public opinion research methods in the fields, and will be collecting

their needs and concerns to build the foundation of the research procedure guideline.

Theoretical Framework

Design Thinking Theory and Product Design Process Framework

Design thinking is a way to solve practical problems. It was first put forward by IDEO

founders David Kelley and Tim Brown’s design thinking has become a popular way to create

products. This method is people-centered design methods and thoughts in a unified concept,

which puts human needs at the center through the entire design process. Tim Brown says:

“Design thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation that draws from the designer’s

toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of technology and the requirements for

business success.”

Design thinking suggest that when considering a product or feature, the designer should

understand their goals and be able to answer the following questions first:

● What problem are we solving?

● Who has this problem?
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● What do we want to achieve?

Answering these questions helps designers understand the user experience of a product as

a whole, not just the interactive (feel) or visual (look) parts of the design. It is only after these

questions have been answered that it makes sense to look for solutions. For the solution to be

successful, design thinking uses three lenses to bring human needs into focus: desirability,

feasibility, and  viability. The Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford describes design

thinking as a five-stage process:

● Empathize: Learn about the people for whom you are designing. Conduct research to

develop a deeper understanding of your users.

● Define: Create a point of view that is based on user needs and insights.

● Ideate: Brainstorm and come up with as many creative solutions as possible. Generate a

range of potential solutions by giving yourself and your team total freedom.

● Prototype: Build a prototype (or series of prototypes) to test your hypothesis. Creating a

prototype lets the designer see if they’re on the right track, and it often sparks different

ideas that you wouldn’t have come up with otherwise.

● Test: Return to your users for feedback.
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Literature Review

Public Opinion Theories

If we trace back to its etymology origin, the English word opinion was derived from the

French word "L'opinion" which was first used in the late 16th century by the famous author

Michel de Montaigne. This concept came about through the process of urbanization and other

political and social forces. For the first time, it became important what people thought, as forms

of political contention changed. The word then transferred into Latin as "Opinio,” which means

belief and expectation (Umbach, 2016). The first adoption of the term in English dates back to

the 17th century by one of the most influential philosophers of the enlightenment: John Locke.

As the father of liberalism, Locke's revolutionary concept heavily influenced the 18th century's

most significant political experiment: the American government (Ferguson, 1997). In his

revolutionary work An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1688), Locke suggested that

man was subject to three laws: the divine law, the civil law, and the law of opinion or reputation.

Locke regarded the law of opinion as of the highest importance among the laws that man was

subject to. He explained that "virtue and vice are names pretended and supposed everywhere to

stand for actions in their own nature right and wrong: and as far as they really are so applied." In

Locke's era, opinion is similar to reputation; it is a form of social appearance that men represent

in society. The term carries its concept from its Latin origin: belief and expectation, and serves as

a type of credibility in the society. However, Locke did not regard opinion as a suitable influence

for governments. Later in Locke's other work, The second treatise of civil government (1690), he

explained his idea of governing and stated that people form social contracts in order to protect

their rights "agreeing with other men to join and unite into a community,” and by their consent

create a legitimate government to act according to their will. Though Locke did not use the term
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public opinion, he introduced the concept of a common agreement as the bond of the social

contracts that unite people into social communities.

Though Locke did not regard opinion as an influential factor in governing, his work

introduced the term to the political realm. A few years later, the English politician Sir William

Temple gave another formulation of the concept. He wrote a series of essays in the late 17th

century discussing his observation of united provinces and government nature. In his essay On

the Origin and Nature of Government (1672), Temple stated: "when vast numbers of men submit

their lives and fortunes absolutely to the will of one, it must be force of custom, or opinion which

subjects power to authority.” He emphasized the importance of public opinion but disagreed with

Locke’s view that government is formed on social contracts. He suggested the government exists

only because public opinion supports it (Umbach, 2016). His idea that regarding public opinion

as an existing phenomenon later led to the discussions during the 18th century, which came to

the result that governments should take account of the popular opinion of their people instead of

merely impressing their law on the people (Habermas, 1962).

Like Locke, Temple only used the term “opinion” or “general opinion” but reserved the

phrase “public” for the common interests of the nation. Frequently, the first use of the term

“public opinion” is attributed to Jacques Necker, the French Minister of Finance from 1771 to

1781 and 1788–90, who had tried to keep the government's finances stable despite growing

public turmoil shortly before the French Revolution.

It was not until the British Industrial Revolution that the concept of public opinion was

put into the center of the table. Adam Smith, one of the earliest classical economists, refers to

public opinion in his Theory of Moral Sentiments, however the utilitarian philosopher Jeremy

Bentham was the one who fully developed theories of public opinion. He brought in his
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utilitarian philosophy in order to define theories of public opinion, and he highlighted that public

opinion had the power to ensure that the rulers would rule for the greatest happiness of the

greater number (Cutler, 1999).

In 1962, German social theorist Jurgen Habermas contributed the idea of the "public

sphere" to the discussion of public opinion. He introduced the concept of the public sphere in his

book "The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere" and defined the notion of the public

as "events and occasions are 'public' when they are open to all, in contrast, to close or exclusive

affairs." The structural transformation of the public sphere is something that is approaching

public opinion which can be formed. Habermas claimed that the public sphere featured universal

access and rational debate; however, he believed that a variety of factors resulted in the eventual

decay of the public sphere, including the growth of a commercial mass media, which turned the

critical public into a passive consumer public (Fuchs, 2014). According to Habermas, the public

sphere is a discursive social space where private individuals come together as a ‘public’. In this

space, the public (all citizens) has unhindered access to information, it facilitates maximum

public participation, and people can freely debate key social and political issues. Consequently,

these practices promote participatory democracy as separate from the public authority, which is

embodied in government and state institutions.

American sociologist Herbert Blumer has proposed an altogether different concept of the

public. According to Blumer, public opinion is discussed as a form of collective behavior that is

made up of those who are discussing a given public issue at any one time. Given this definition,

there are many publics. Each of them comes into being when an issue arises and ceases to exist

when the issue is resolved. According to cognitive psychology, the reality perceived by the

natural capacity of each individual is modified by the group’s opinion. The perception of reality
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by the individual is thus modified by the opinion of the group that influences the individual’s

ability to perceive, and thus causes the individual to modify his own perception in favor of that

of the group that influences him (Blumer, 1948). This perspective has been largely embraced by

various researchers like Stijn Joye, who suggests that events in general are a “media construct”

which relies on the large coverage and therefore public recognition and acceptance (Joye, 2014)

Communication has received less attention as a central variable of the public opinion

process. Price and Roberts (1987) divide the public opinion process into Inter-level relations

among individuals, groups, and organizations over time. Communication is central to the

process, even at the intrapersonal level where the relationship between cognition and behavior

can be conceptualized as a continuing dialectic according to Price and Roberts. In another article

by Hoffmann et al.(2007), the authors stated that:

Information obtained from both media and social sources is integrated with old

information as public opinion evolves. Individuals incorporate new opinion-related

information with old cognitions, selecting which new ideas to incorporate and which to

dismiss or ignore. (pp, 289)

Within the last decade, the way information and communication technologies have evolved and

the way people use them has deeply changed our means of communication and public opinion.

The media offer the same information to a large number of people, which translates into the

sharing of one side opinion by the greatest number of people which tends to provoke the noble

effect called by Elizabeth Knoll Newman (1974) as “the spiral of silence”. This means that

people begin analyzing generally accepted opinions in public space and avoid expressing an

opinion that would place them on the margins of society. Thus, when the media favors a certain

opinion, most people will embrace that perspective and will be less and less able to express their
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own if it is different, believing that they are alone in thinking so and leaving the place to the

mediatised information (Gearhart, 2020). Relevant information often is delivered via mass

media, which simultaneously acts as a channel for information dissemination as well as another

filter within the public opinion process. Media outlets choose between many options when

determining precisely which issues to cover. The direct impact of the media filter is that those

who are exposed to the selected information have the opportunity to obtain more knowledge

about an issue. Conti and Memoli (2016) characterize the role of the media as being:

A virtuous and constructive one for bringing citizens closer to each other by enabling the

sharing of information on both good and bad things, the dissemination of the knowledge

and the participation in joint initiatives.

Thus, media appear to be relevant actors in the process of forming citizens' attitudes and public

opinion. The media have played an important role in educating people on matters of public

interest in general  (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). Media can make significant contributions to

information flows and play an agenda-setting role, and it can also promote a model of “shared

responsibility”, in which citizens are encouraged to play an active role in the production and

sharing of information, this being mainly seen within the last few years via social media. The

role of the news media has shifted from gatekeeping to gate watching, whereby they publicize

and share relevant news content rather than focus solely on its production (Bruns, 2011). Social

media can also facilitate multi-directional information flows.

Public opinion in policy-making walked through a long path in the United States political

history.  From the time of Bryce's American Commonwealth, public opinion polls have been a

significant component in American politics (Gallup & Rae, 1940). Democracy is a process that

may involve several different institutional elements. Public opinion surveys that favor
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participatory reforms of the democratic process satisfied the popular demands for political

involvement and decision making, especially referenda. (Dalton, Burklin & Drummond, 2001).

The importance of public opinion in the determination of public policy is the subject of

considerable debate. On the other hand, state policies are highly responsive to public opinions

(Erikson, Wright & McIver, 1993); opinions are like the "thermostatic" of policies, as they both

drive and adjust to changes in policies (Soroka, & Wlezien, 2010). The representation of opinion

in policy is central to representative democracy (Fishkin, 1997); therefore, it is essential to study

and understand public opinion.

Public Opinion Research

Though at a very early stage, since the 16th century when Michel de Montaigne

introduced the word, "L'opinion", it had already become important what people thought. under

the people, of course we do not see the poor peasants, farmers, etc. During the 19th century

Europe had an almost patrimonial character, and public opinion was a synonym of opinions

expressed by the political representatives of the electorate, by the newspapers and by prominent

members or organizations of the middle class (Umbach, 2016).

The earliest public opinion research can be traced back to the 11th century BCE in

Chinese governing. Mencius (372-298BCE), the most famous inheritor of Confucius, stated in

“尽心章句”[Book of Jinxin] that, “民为贵，社稷次之，君为轻.” [To a state, the people are the

most important. The land and grain come second. The least is the ruler himself.] Chinese rulers

knew the importance of public opinions since ancient times. “防民之口，甚于防川，川壅而溃，

伤人必多，民亦如之。是故为川者，决之使导；为民者，宣之使言。”[Where there is injustice,

there you will find people voicing their protests. It will cause more harm to stop the free flow of

people's opinions than to stop that of the rivers.] (Zuo, 400 BCE). The rulers sent officials across
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the country to collect public opinions and report them to the government. “女有所怨恨，相从而

歌。饥者歌其食，劳者歌其事。男年六十、女年五十无子者，官衣食之，使之民间求诗。”

[People have things to complain about, they sing loud in public. Starving men sing about food;

laborers sing about work. When men turn over 60, women over 50 with no kids, the government

pays them with food and clothes, and sends them out to gather poems(stories).] (He, 180). The

collection of the reports became the ancient Chinese classic “诗经 [Classic of Poetry],” which

collected 311 poems of royal life, religious life, and public life during the 11th to 7th centuries

BCE. The 160 folk poems known as “airs of the states'' collected by government officials from

the general public are considered the essential part of the collection with the highest artistic value

(Pines, 2009). In 211 BCE, the Chinese emperor established a government music bureau known

as “乐府”[YueFu] to collect folk poems. The two most well-known pieces are “孔雀东南飞”

[The Peacocks Fly to the South and the East] and “木兰诗” [Ballad of Mulan], the latter was

adapted by Disney, making it into a world-famous animation. When the name of the official

music bureau changed in different dynasties, its original name YueFu became a popular poem

writing style among artists and scholars. The elites wrote in the tone of the general public to

express their opinions. The popularity of folk poem styles became the signature of Chinese

culture. When western urban culture such as hip-pop and comics is still considered impropriety

and secondary among many mainstream elites in the United States, the Chinese have always

considered that the art styles created by ordinary people carry higher value than any other art

forms such as royal or religious styles. Throughout thousands of years of Chinese history, the

royals, noble, scholars, and artists tried to communicate with terms that resonate with the general

public. There were times in history when the scholars and artists got overwhelmingly elegant and

wrote with “zombie words” (Sword, 2012); the movements quickly emerged to suppress the
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norms. The Classical Prose Movement lasted from the 7th to 11th century CE, encouraging

colloquial language usage to make writings more direct. This 400 year long movement has its

influences and lasted until the 19th century. Then came the New Culture Movement (1910 -

1920), which promoted writing in vernacular literature to avoid dividing written and spoken

Chinese. When Chairman Mao Zedong built the People’s Republic of China, he again adopted

this traditional concept and initiated it to the Cultural Revolution (1966 - 1976) by sending

scholars and elites to work in the field as peasants and educate them in practical experience.

Although the revolution raised social conflicts and was used as a tool to eliminate political

opponents, still, the reason it could spread wildly in the country is rooted back to the civilian

political ideology carried down through history.  “君者舟也，庶人者水也，水则载舟，水则覆

舟”[A ruler is a boat, and the people are water. The water carries the boat, and can also overturn

the boat.] (Xun, 230 BCE). The movements pushed the superstructure to listen to the general

public and made it so that the poems from 3,000 years ago can still be comprehensible today for

a normal Chinese with a basic 9-year compulsory education.

The public opinion research went through a very different path in the west. In 1838, he

French philosopher of science Auguste Comte initiated the field of sociology. He first used the

term “social physics,” which he had to give up due to subsequent appropriation. He brought the

method from physics and mathematics into studying social phenomenon, including public

opinion.  Then Marx introduced his view of scientifically justified systems, which became

fundamental to sociology study today. In Marx’s theory, human society consists of two parts: the

base (or substructure) and the superstructure. The base comprises the forces and relations of

production (e.g., employer-employee work conditions, the technical division of labor, and

property relations) into which people enter to produce the necessities and amenities of life. From
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here, the Chinese and western scholars went in very different directions: the Chinese translated

this theory into “经济基础决定上层建筑” [The economic base determines the superstructure.]

and included this concept in the national high school textbook as the fundamental of Marxism.

This differential interruption could be understood as the Marxist tone of traditional Chinese

plebeian culture. Western scholars like Stuart Hall focused their study on the superstructure and

took a very different approach towards cultural study and communication research. Hall's theory

provided a fundamental framework for understanding communication (Hall, 1992). His idea

focused on not just what the information being presented was, but also by whom the information

was being presented. The theory says that the information you learned from the mass media is

presented to you by individuals who carry different ideologies based on the culture. Hall believes

the mass media maintain the dominance of those already in positions of power. Conversely, the

media exploit the poor and powerless. In his work "Culture studies: two paradigms," Hall meant

to raise awareness from cultural researchers that the media mirrors the society, but there is a gap

between media reality and social reality (Hall, 1981). Some of his ideologies resonate with the

Chinese literature movements that encourage scholars to focus on the general public. Still, Hall's

research goes the other way around, focusing on helping the scholars know how the

communication gap was generated, while Chinese movements focus more on understanding

people’s needs (Zhang, 2015).

The difference could also be explained in the historical background of the emerging

concept. Yongpeng Fan (2019) stated in his article that born in the Age of Science, western

sociology is as its initial name “social physics”,  and adopted a scientific approach in social study

and provided very different methods for studying the general public. When Chinese scholars

focused on eliminating the gap between superstructure and base by forcing the superstructure to
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speak the same language and share similar values with the base, western scholars used more

intuitive methods with qualitative and quantitative research to better understand the base.

The fundamental difference in understanding the concept of democracy between China

and the west is that the Chinese believe the governing should be based on people's opinions but

not their decision (Fan, 2019). The western electoral democracy is based on the presumption that

the people's decision is based on their opinion. The two cultures merged in one key field of

study: public opinion research in content analysis; we need to really understand the content of

people’s opinions in order to either make the decision for them or know how their decision

resonates with their opinion.

In the 1950s, the Cold War sparked the communication research field (Simpson, 1996),

and the first nationally representative sample surveys and polls were conducted in the United

States, and the researchers wanted to know how informed the public was regarding politics . The

result was really depressing and suggested that citizens, on the whole, are remarkably

uninformed when it comes to politics. Most of the citizens could not tell what positions the

parties represented on issues, and more importantly, people lacked real opinions when it came to

politics. The early research found that only a small portion of people were consistently

ideological towards certain issues, and the majority of people, about 95% frequently change their

opinions on the same issue. It led the researchers to believe people are making up the responses

without core beliefs underlying their responses to the polls. Walter Lippmann painted a

pejorative portrait of the public being seen as one that was unable to process information deeply

or to behave rationally. These early studies crushed the delusional hypothesis of rational man.

In 1992, the political scientist John Zaller published his revolutionary book The nature

and origins of mass opinion and raised a theory that became one of the most influential in
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modern opinion research. He suggested that the opinions do not exist, but that the processing is a

sample of consideration not a stable position on an issue. Consideration is anything that helps a

person to respond to an issue, it can be anything from party identification to religion to race or

experiences. The main factors that shape people’s sampling of consideration are things that are

most salient and most recent. In the article “Elite leadership of mass opinion” he published two

years later, he indicated that in an elite-driven democracy like the United States, parties and

media are the largest factors that shape the consideration.

Today in the United States, the most largest public opinion study is the election and

pre-election polls: result-oriented quantitative research that takes the opinion out of context and

leaves only the decision. The election provides the legitimacy of governing under the concept of

representative democracy, and the pre-election polls work as a media communication tool that

persuades people to vote or to watch the news (Gingrich, 2020). In research published by Pew

Research Center, only 34% of Americans trust and have confidence in the wisdom of American

people in making political decisions, while 54% believe otherwise (Dimock, 2020).  Many

believe that education is the only savior of electoral democracy (Jeffrey, & Sargrad, 2019).

However, Chinese philosophers believe very differently. “民可道也，而不可强也” [You can

guide the people, but you cannot push the people.] (Confucius, n.d.). “凡动民必顺民心，民心有

恒，求其永”[You want to interact with people, you need to listen to their minds. Peoples’ minds

are the permanent solution.] (Kong, 400 BCE). The ancient Chinese philosophers do not think

people need to be educated to know their own needs; they only need to be guided to reach there.

The concept is that governing is about people’s opinion, not their decision. The messages of

peoples’ opinions may be left out in their final decision, but people’s needs are always there; it is

the rulers’ responsibility to learn to listen and find the precise messages.
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The development in behavioral science theories and experiments provided new

perspectives to understanding public opinion. For example, in John Zaller’s theory, people tend

to respond more to factors salient and essential to one’s personal life. The current experiment

indicated that when the situation is complicated, people tend to avoid making the choice even

about the most essential issues.

American Aristotelian philosopher John Dewey emphasized the supremacy of public

opinion as the best safeguard to democracy. He suggested the essential need is the improvement

of the method and conditions of debate, discussion, and persuasion. That is the problem of the

public.

In 2002, the Nobel Prize in Economics was awarded to Daniel Kahneman and Vernon

Smith, two researchers in the field of experimental economics. Kahneman used perceptual

psychology to study human judgments and decisions, and Smith used laboratory experiments to

test predictions made based on economic theory. In 2017, the Nobel Prize in Economics was

awarded to the father of behavioral economics: Richard Taylor.

The opportunity to combine the progress in behavioral science and public opinion

research could provide us a new path to research new methods to look into this old problem and

possibly, find a solution in my proposed methodology.

Public Opinion Research Methodology

Content analysis has been utilized in many cultures for a long time. In China, it was first

mentioned in “易经” [I Ching] in the second century BCE, and the first book that specific

discussing it in detail is “说文解字” [Discussing Writing and Explaining Characters] in 100 CE.

In the west, Aristotle wrote his famous persuasive tactics in the book of “Rhetoric” in the 4th

century BCE. When sociology emerged with scientific research methods in the 19th century, the
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traditional public opinion survey adopted the scientific methods and served the ancient purpose

of persuasive speech, which could make the poll sometimes inaccurate and misleading if used in

the wrong way (Bishop, Tuchfarber & Oldendick, 1978). One of the extreme examples was

during the 2020 election campaign. Trump's campaign released an official coronavirus approval

poll which contains a multiple-choice question: “Who do you trust more to Make America Great

Again?” and the giving options are “President Trump” and “China Joe”. The pollsters could alter

the wording of the questions to get the result they wanted either to serve their clients’ needs, or

attract viewers attention, which turn polling companies into mediating agents that are influenced

by social forces such as social institutions, routines, and individuals (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013).

In election polls, a popular polling method is a quantitative approach of a data description

process. The two major polling analysis agencies in the United States are RealClearPolitics

(RCP) and FiveThirtyEight (538). RCP uses a mathematical approach to come up with an

average poll result based on the poll conducted by multiple media outlets. 538 built their 2020

presidential forecasting average model using a weighted average method which weighted sources

based on the rating. The model added in the factor polls includes economy, COVID-19, climate

change, and other policies that might shape the election result. The model was finally adjusted

based on the 2016 model and results, including the participants’ status, including education,

income, and race factors. While 538 did provide a more accurate forecasting result than RCP, the

factors were manually adjusted by the analysts according to their experience and belief; their

work is more journalism than statistical: interpreting the data in a storytelling method. It is a

more mediating approach, rather than a mathematical approach.

With developments in computer modeling and simulating analysis, the polling industry

started to adopt new methods that could eliminate influence from outside forces when
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forecasting public decisions. In research by Caetano et al. in 2018, the researchers examined

Twitter users’ political homophily during the 2016 presidential election through a social network

dynamic approach. The research collected 4.9 million tweets of 18,450 users and their contact

network during the election,  classified by their political affiliation through a content analysis

method with the Stanford Parser tool, and then researched how the people who support the same

political parties connect to each other on Twitter. The research found a significant result that

users with political engagement are more connected and interact more frequently with other

users from the same political affiliation. The concept was widely used in a polling forecasting

approach known as agent-based modeling which looks at the social dynamic influencing human

behaviors like decision making.  In a study done by Fudan Complex Decision Analysis Center

about the 2020 U.S. Presidential Election forecast, the researchers used agent-based modeling

(ABM) with the Monte Carlo Method to form a 2020 presidential election forecasting model for

six states: Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Indiana, and Missouri. The study built

two models: model A included industries and local economy as factors, and model B considered

population and race as factors. Both models correctly forecasted the winner in all six states

(Tang, 2020).  In another study done by Qiu Phang & Bishkek in 2020, the researchers examined

political decision-making in a political system through a complexity science approach with the

ABM method. The article provides a deconstruction of the current political systems in the United

States which includes citizens, voters, politicians, parties, legislatures, and governments. The

study suggested pressure to value these elements in the ABM simulation and provided a

framework to understand the political decision-making process. When combining agent-based

modeling with social dynamic network analysis, the study shows significant improvement in

forecasting accuracy. In a 2017 study by Ayata et al., the researchers demonstrated how people's
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political affiliation is affected by social networks like Twitter. To classify the users' political

parties, the study examined three machine learning algorithms including Long Short Term

Memory (LSTM),  Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The

result showed that the LSTM performs better in terms of accuracy. A more comprehensive study

done by Ansari et al. in 2020 examined five algorithms including Support Vector Machines

(SVM), Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest Classifier

(RFC), and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). RFC takes optimally low time in training and

still provides a promising result. LSTM performs slightly better in terms of accuracy, but the

computation cost is higher compared to RFC. The other study by Khatua et al. in 2020 improved

the method by focusing on multi-party contexts in the “mix tweets'' situation. To predict the

users’ political leaning, the researchers collected 2.4 million tweets from 0.15 million unique

users and employed a multinomial logit regression model, then examined three neural

network-based algorithms including Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), LSTM, and Bidrectional

LSTM (Bi-LSTM). The study demonstrates that the Bi-LSTM performs the best with the model,

and user-level mix-tweeting patterns can reveal the political opinions of Twitter users. A similar

study done by Eligüzel in 2020 examined ten different machine learning algorithms to analyze

Twitter users’ locations, including Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Gaussian Naïve Bayes, Support

Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Extra Trees, Neural Network,

k Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), and Adaptive Boosting

(AdaBoost) classifications. The study found that the Multinomial Naïve Bayes classification

algorithm and Extra Trees provide the best results in tested cases.

The agent-based modeling method is based on dynamic network analysis using machine

learning technology that considers participants of the study as a message agent who are
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components of a social network. The dynamic of agents’ decision-making process is not based

on the political agenda, but solely based on the signals passed to them in the network which can

be picked up by the machine learning programs. The modeling method is currently widely used

in the polling industry and shows a much higher accuracy than traditional opinion survey

methods. The 538 also built a forecasting simulation for the 2020 election which was more

accurate than their traditional average poll. However, the success of this method clearly shows

the gap between public opinion and their decisions.  It reveals the real issue with electoral

democracy: people’s decisions cannot represent their opinion.

The development of the internet and data technology provides us a new path to the

solution. Today we do not need to send out elder people to go across the nation collecting folk

poems like in 11th century BCE in China. The internet allowed us to really collect every single

message people posted through the network cable. Social media may be the most democratic

thing since democracy was born (Etter et al.,  2014; Gayo-Avello, 2015). Tracing the behavior

patterns may be enough to predict people's actions, but with all the content people shared on the

social media platforms, there is finally an opportunity for researchers to understand people’s

mind. The traditional content analysis is usually done through human coding with a coding

scheme designed by the researcher including the written collection of measures with full

explication, allowing for the careful application by coders working independently, after sufficient

training (Neuendorf et at., 2015). The problem with this approach is it usually costs too much

and requires a lot of manpower to achieve good accuracy. When the data reaches a higher

volume, the method is impractical. However, to understand the general public, a higher amount

of the data would better describe the situation. The dictionary method is introduced to

accomplish big data content analysis studies (Krippendorff, 2018). However, using
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pre-constructed dictionaries in specific research fields usually does not guarantee an accurate

result, especially in social media content analysis as the new terms and social norms emerge

faster than the dictionaries can update themselves. The construction of the dictionary could

provide better research results but it is a very time-consuming and tedious task (Züll &

Landmann, 2004). In research conducted by Haselmayer & Jenny in 2017, they introduced a

cost-effective approach to construct the dictionary. In the study, they designed a detailed research

procedure for using crowdcoding methods in specific research domains and demonstrated the use

of the end results in real-life cases. The research group first used a traditional content analysis

procedure to design the coding scheme of measures with full explication, then instead of coder

training, they used the process to develop a recruitment process that could filter the coder hired

on the crowdcoding platform. The research group hired 480 coders through a crowdcoding

platform for $2,200 in total, and received 130,000 valid codings for 13,000 sentences. The

accuracy was promising compared with the traditional coding method.

Method

The goal of this project is to understand public opinion researchers’ methodology needs

in conducting public opinion research related to political communication. The final product of

this research will be a deep understanding of the problems researchers encountered and a

measurement metric of how urgent and critical they want the issues to be solved. In future study,

I could design a practical manual research manual for political pollsters and audience researchers

with no programming skills to conduct social media opinion analysis in a budget-friendly

method that could still provide authentic results.
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Project Goal: RQ 1: (Interview) What are the limitations of the current research

methodology, and in which way they didn't provide the expected result?

The purpose of this project is to produce a more practical guide manual for audience

researchers. Getting to know the problems with the current research methods and tools, and

criticality of these problems, are essential to build a guide the researchers would use. The

interviews will be focused on finding the problems that interviewees encountered with their tools

in practice. Then they will be asked to rate the priority of each problem based on the urgency and

criticality they think they need to get them solved.

Future Research: RQ 2: (Experiment) Between the Machine Learning Algorithms and

content coding process, what's the most sensible way to conduct opinion research in practice

political communication research?

Some Machine Learning Algorithms may also provide good research results. In future

study, the research would compare and measure some MLA models with crowdcoding method

based on the metrics created from information collected in RQ1.

Empathize: Interview

Interviews will be conducted with people in public opinion research related to political

communication, to understand the practical opinion research methods in the fields, and to collect

their needs and concerns to build the foundation of the research manual.

Ideal number of interviewees for this project is 8-10 people. Some of the potensial names

are listed below:

Shiping Tang:  Director at Fudan Complex Decision Analysis Center. Shiping Tang is

Fudan Distinguished Professor and Dr. Seaker Chan Chair Professor at the School of

International Relations and Public Affairs, Fudan University, China. He also holds a
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"Chang-Jiang/Cheung Kong Scholar" Distinguished Professorship from the Chinese Ministry of

Education. His earlier book, The Social Evolution of International Politics (2013), received the

International Studies Association's "Annual Best Book Award" in 2015. He led a research team

that conducted an ABM method 2020 U.S. Presidential Election Forecast which returned high

accuracy results.

Baohua Zhou, Deputy Director at Fudan University Media and Public Opinion Research

Center (FMORC). FMORC is a public service platform built by the School of Journalism and

Communication of Fudan University. The center is equipped with a telephone survey laboratory,

a focus group interview laboratory, a network public opinion survey laboratory, and a media

content analysis and network data mining laboratory. It is a well-known public opinion survey

and research institution in China, and one of the public opinion centers that directly report to the

CPC Central Committee. Dr. Zhou Baohua is a professor and associate dean at the School of

Journalism, Fudan University that directs the research projects in FMORC. He is the leading

expert on digital media and society, media effects, public opinion, and computational social

science in China.

Liz Langton: Deputy Director, Content & Campaigns DC at Blue State Digital. Liz is a

formal Missouri J-School student currently working at Blue State, which is a digital strategy and

technology consulting firm that specializes in online fundraising, advocacy, social networking,

and constituency development. The company was working on President Obama’s 2008 and 2012

campaigns, as well as Elizabeth Warren’s 2020 campaign.

Katerina Eva Matsa: Associate Director at Pew Research Center, or Shannon Greenwood:

Digital Producer at Pew Research Center. The Pew Research Center is a nonpartisan American

think tank based in Washington, D.C. It provides information on social issues, public opinion,
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and demographic trends shaping the United States and the world. Katerina Eva Matsa is an

associate director at Pew Research Center. She is an expert on journalism and media, specifically

the U.S. broadcasting sector, news consumption and politics, and the role of technology in news.

Matsa is the author of studies on searching for news, network and local television, political

polarization and media habits, Millennials and news and long-form reading on mobile devices.

Her skills include Big Data, SPSS, and R. Shannon Greenwood is a Missouri J-School alumni,

who is the digital producer and ROI analyst at Pew Research Center.

Liz Fontaine: Director at BGR Group. BGR Group is a bipartisan lobbying and

communications firm based in Washington, D.C., with offices in London, Beijing, and Austin,

Texas. Founded in 1991 by former White House aides Ed Rogers and Haley Barbour, the firm

initially focused on influencing the Executive Branch of the U.S. government. Liz is a Missouri

J-School alumni who is currently working as the public relation and digital director at BGR DC.

Daniel Luongo: Project Director at Public Opinion Strategies. Public Opinion Strategies

is a market research company specializing in corporate and public policy research, with offices in

Washington and Denver. Since our founding in 1991, they have completed more than 19,000

research projects and interviewed more than eight million Americans across the United States.

Daniel Choppa: Program Administrator of Operations and Education in The American

Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR). AAPOR is the leading professional

organization of public opinion and survey research professionals in the U.S., with members from

academia, media, government, the nonprofit sector and private industry. Daniel is in charge of

the education program in the organization that provides most up to date industry information to

its members.
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Mike Conte, the Director of Research and Data Analysis in The Marist Institute for

Public Opinion. The Marist College Institute for Public Opinion, home of the Marist Poll, is a

survey research center at Marist College in Poughkeepsie, New York. We measure public

opinion at the local, state, and national level. Founded in 1978, the Institute was the first

college-based research center to include undergraduates in conducting survey research. As the

director of research and data analysis, Mike works closely with both the Director of the Survey

Center and the Director of Data Management to coordinate the Poll’s data collection and analysis

operations. A Marist Poll alum, he has held a number of different positions within the Institute,

including Survey Interviewer, Polling Assistant, Graduate Assistant, as well as his current

position. Mike’s love of politics and admiration for The Marist Poll’s national reputation for

accuracy made him jump at the chance to continue working for the Institute when the

opportunity arose.

Scott H. Huffmon, Executive Director at The Center for Public Opinion and Policy

Research. The Center for Public Opinion & Policy Research (CPOPR) is a full-service survey

research and data analysis entity associated with Winthrop University, serving both public and

private organizations. It offers survey consulting, research instrument construction, data

collection, and data analysis. Dr. Scott Huffmon has more than a quarter century of experience in

the field of survey research and is the founder and Director of the Center for Public Opinion &

Policy Research at Winthrop University as well as Professor of political science. In this capacity,

he oversees every aspect of Center projects including questionnaire construction, programming

of all surveying software including the CATI system, determining sampling frames, establishing

appropriate survey methodology, overseeing interviewer training and supervision, establishing

protocols for data collection, and conducting data analysis.
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Kathlina Brady, research associate at the Public Opinion Research Lab at the University

of North Florida (PORL). PORL is a full-service survey research facility that provides tailored

research to fulfill each client's individual needs. Our top priority is to produce reliable data

through carefully executed research to provide our partners and policymakers with independent,

non-partisan information directly from their clients and constituents. Kathlina’s research focuses

on data analysis and social media content research in public opinion related to developmental

and environmental policies.

Interview guide

Considering some of the interview questions can be sensitive, in order to obtain better

communication and get the necessary answers, all the interviews will be kept anonymous. All

their identity would be treated as confidential, and no names will be mentioned in any part of this

project including the report log, final paper, and any of the publications. The interviewees will be

labeled with numbers with a brief introduction of their background during the project.

An interview invitation email template will be drafted before initially contact with the

interviewees. The interviews should last around 30-45 mins in order to develop a full

understanding of the designed questions. The interviews would be transcribed with the

permission from interviewees.

The interview questions are designed to better empathise the user needs, understand

current research landscape in the field and identify current user behaviors.

● What’s the general methods/tools you or your company uses to conduct public opinion

research?

○ If they use a traditional method like a survey, ask the cost so I can compare it with

the new method.
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○ If they do sentiment analysis, I can move to the next question.

● What tool/software do you use?

○ Currently, there are a few popular software programs people use to conduct

sentiment analysis, including SPSS, NVivo,  Sentieo, and a few more. Many of

them have built-in dictionaries. I can compare the accuracy rate with the new

method I'm proposing.

○ If they are using coding to apply customized dictionaries, I can follow up with

questions about the general workflow, to help understand if there's a conventional

procedure that people are used to. So, I can design a new method that is not too

different from people's old habits.

● How did you learn to use this method/tool? In school? In job training? Internship? Self

taught? Learned during work?

● How long does it take you to learn this method/tool? Do you think the current

method/tool is easy to learn/adopt? Is there any good guide/manel that you found helpful

during the learning process?

● What is your current workflow when you are conducting a research project?

● What are the difficulties you met in the past research process? Which of those difficulties

you think are because of the method/tool?

● Have you ever used a machine learning dictionary?

○ If the answer is yes, which dictionary are they using, what’s the accuracy rate, are

they satisfied with the result or are they seeking methods to improve?

● Have you ever used crowdcoding?

○ If yes, which platform, cost, satisfiction?
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● Do you ever experience funding issues and consider the limited funding as one of the

primer limite for you to reach the research result you expected? What’s your usual budget

for a research project?

○ See if I can suggest a method that could fit into the budget range.

○ If they don’t want to give the exact number, I can give the potential cost of

crowdcoding method and asking them if this is an acceptable price.

● Have you ever tried other methods/tools that are different from the one you are currently

using? What are the reasons you want to try them and why do you choose not to use them

at the end?

○ Pros and Cons about the "competitor" software/tools, so I can learn from the good

parts, and change the parts people don't like.

● From number 1-10, rate the priority of all the problems and limitations mentioned during

the interview. Rate 10 as the most urgent and critical problem that seriously affects your

research and you want to find a solution quickly. Rate 1 as it’s something you are

concerned about, but you are ok to continue using the tool even if this problem is not

solved.

Final Project: Define

After collecting the information from the interviews, the research will move to the phase

that will define the direction of the project, including the strategy, scope, resource and timeline of

creating the prototype.

If the interview found that most of the audience research agencies are still conducting the

research in the traditional way like interviews and surveys, the product design would be leaning

towards method literacy that introduces the emerging method in the research field and
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demonstrates the advantage and benefits of adopting this method. If the interview found that the

researchers are aware of the content coding method and willing to improve their work routine,

the design would be more focused on a step-by-step guide of how to conduct research with

crowdcoding platforms.

The success measurement metrics of the project success would be defined during this

section based on the information collected during the interview.

The final of this project contains two parts: a summary of problems and concerns

collected from the interview, and the a measurement metric that provide future direction to

define the strategy for feather research.

Future Research: Ideate

To continue this research in the future, and answer RQ 2, I will conduct an experiment to

test different methods that may provide ideal solutions.

Two sets of data have been collected previously during the 2020 presidential debate as

demonstration examples to build the step-by-step guide manual. The testing data from the first

presidential debate contained 550,217 comments of 114,549 users, collected from 28 YouTube

channels. The verification data from the second presidential debate contains 570,231 comments

of 13,742 users, collected from 31 YouTube channels.

The data sets will be tested with both machine learning models including Support Vector

Machines (SVM), Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), Logistic Regression (LR), and Random

Forest Classifier (RFC). Meanwhile, the crowdcoding recruitment process will be designed. The

result from both methods would be compared. The first version of the manual would be drafted

based on the results and the procedure recorded during the experiment.
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Design/Prototype: Draft Manual

A draft manual that is designed based on the result of the experiment (RQ 2). The manual

and research process will be shared on a website to provide free information and collect

suggestions and feedback. A mockup design of the website design is showing below:

Implement, Review and Test

An advisory board would be formed from the interviewees/audience researchers who

would be willing to be the test users and provide feedback for the beta manual. The ideal number

of the board would be 3-5 people. The manual will be revised based on the user experience and

feedback.

The final version of the manual would be shared on the website for free.
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